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Abstract

Multidimensional access methods have become very popular in recent years.
They support basic operations (insert, delete, update, and point query) and they
often support other query types like the multidimensional range query, similar-
ity queries and so on. Multidimensional access methods can be classified as tree
access methods and grid access methods. The grid access methods are highly
dependent on the distribution of the data; they have the extremely bad worst-
case scenario for the space overhead and the time complexity of the operations
insert, update, and delete. Therefore, tree access methods dominate over them.
Although tree access methods overcome grid access methods in the case of those
operations, query processing have been shown to be inefficient in many cases.

In this thesis, we aim our effort at the processing of the multidimensional
range query without necessity of a sequential scan through a complete data col-
lection. However, when a depth-first range query algorithm of a data structure
is applied, nodes of the data structure are randomly accessed. It is especially a
problem when the nodes are read from the secondary storage. Moreover, other
issues of the tree access methods appear when the dimensionality of a space is
increased, as a result, many leaf nodes matched by the algorithm do not include
any relevant data. When we reduce the number of nodes accessed during range
query processing, we reduce the query processing time regardless the nodes are
stored in the main memory or in the secondary storage.

This thesis describes three techniques reducing the number of nodes accessed
during a range query is processed. The first one is an optimization of disk ac-
cesses by prefetch techniques. In the second technique, we focus on an opti-
mization of multiple range query processing, i.e. processing a sequence of range
queries using one tree traversal. The third technique enables more efficient pro-
cessing of a special kind of the range query, the narrow range query, using sig-
natures. Since the R-tree is the most common multidimensional data structure,
presented techniques are especially applied on the R-tree.

Keywords: multidimensional access methods, range query processing, R-tree,
prefetch techniques, multiple range queries, signatures



Abstrakt

Viacrozmerné prı́stupové metódy sa v posledných rokoch stali veľmi populárne.
Podporujú základné funkcie (insert, update, delete a bodové dotazovanie) a
častokrát podporujú aj iné typy dotazov, ako sú rozsahové dotazy, podobnostné
dotazy a podobne. Viacrozmerné prı́stupové metódy možno deliť na stromové
prı́stupové metódy a mriežkové prı́stupové metódy. Mriežkové prı́stupové
metódy sú silne závislé na distribúcii dát; majú extrémne zlý worst-case scenario
pre pamäťovú réžiu a pre časovú zložitosť operáciı́ insert, update a delete. Z
týchto dôvodov, stromové prı́stupové metódy dominujú nad mriežkovými. Aj
keď stromové prı́stupové metódy prekonávajú mriežkové prı́stupové metódy pri
vykonávanı́ spomenutých operáciı́, spracovanie rozsahových dotazov sa ukázalo
byť neefektı́vne v mnohých prı́padoch.

V tejto práci sa zameriavame na spracovanie viacrozmerných rozsa-
hových dotazov bez nutnosti sekvenčného prechodu celou dátovou kolekciou.
Problémom rozsahového dotazu pomocou algoritmu prehľadávania do hĺbky
je náhodné pristupovanie k uzlom dátovej štruktúry. Tento problém nastáva
hlavne v prı́pade, keď sú uzly čı́tané z pevného disku. Ďalšie problémy stro-
mových prı́stupových metód sa objavujú so zvyšujúcou sa dimenziou indexo-
vaného priestoru. V takomto prı́pade listové uzly vyhovujúce dotazu častokrát
neobsahujú žiadne relevantné dáta. Keď znı́žime počet prı́stupov k uzlom pri
spracovanı́ rozsahového dotazu, znı́žime taktiež dobu spracovania dotazu bez
ohľadu na to, či sú uzly uložené v hlavnej pamäti alebo na pevnom disku.

Táto práca popisuje tri techniky znižujúce počet prı́stupov k uzlom pri spra-
covanı́ rozsahového dotazu. Prvá z nich je optimalizácia diskových prı́stupov
pomocou prefetch technı́k. Pri druhej technike sa zameriavame na optimalizáciu
spracovania viacnásobných rozsahových dotazov, inak povedané na spracovanie
sekvencie rozsahových dotazov pomocou jediného prechodu stromu. Tretia tech-
nika umožňuje efektı́vnejšie spracovanie špeciálneho typu rozsahového dotazu,
takzvaného úzkeho rozsahového dotazu, s použitı́m signatúr. Vzhľadom na to,
že R-strom je najbežnejšou viacrozmernou dátovou štruktúrou, spomenuté tech-
niky sú prezentované najmä na ňom.

Kľúčové slová: viacrozmerné prı́stupové metódy, spracovanie rozsahových dota-
zov, R-strom, prefetch techniky, viacnásobné rozsahové dotazy, signatúry
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multidimensional access methods are used to handle multidimensional data in a
broad range of applications, e.g., data mining [120], term indexing [70, 135], XML
documents [93, 134], computer vision and recognition [29, 226], cartographic ap-
plications [163], computer games [252, 129], and text document and image pro-
cessing [64]. Considering a spatial shape of multidimensional data, we can dis-
tinguish point and spatial data. Consequently, multidimensional access meth-
ods handling the data can be classified as point access methods (handling point
data) and spatial access methods (handling spatial data) [208]. Major representa-
tives of point access methods are the B-tree [36] and its variants [80, 35, 76, 62],
the Grid file [173] and its variants [79, 107, 214, 267], the Quadtree [78] and its
variants [209, 102, 67, 265], the kD-tree [40] and its variants [199, 157, 72, 194],
and others (e.g the PL-tree [245]). Spatial access methods include data structures
based on object hierarchies, i.e the R-tree [97] and its variants [37, 224, 216, 204],
and data structures based on space hierarchies, i.e. Cell Pyramid [230] and its
variants [39, 180, 223]. We must note that some point access methods can handle
spatial objects and vice versa, e.g. the R-tree can handle spatial as well as point
data. In this thesis, we focus only on the access methods managing the point data
in a discrete multidimensional space. We can consider the physical implemen-
tation of a table in a relational database as an important application of the point
access methods.

From another point of view, multidimensional access methods are distin-
guished as tree access methods (represented by tree structures) and grid access
methods (based on hashing techniques) [208, 85]. While tree access methods in-
clude a hierarchy of spatial regions in inner nodes and points are inserted in leaf
nodes, the grid access methods are based on a decomposition of a space into
a grid of pages. The grid access methods are highly dependent on the distribu-
tion of the data; they have the extremely bad worst-case scenario for the space
overhead and the time complexity of the operations insert, update, and delete.
Therefore, tree access methods dominate over them and we focus mainly on them
in this thesis.
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Introduction

Multidimensional data structures mostly support multidimensional range
queries as well as similarity queries. The range query retrieves all tuples of a mul-
tidimensional space matched by a query rectangle which is defined with a point
or an interval in each space dimension, while the similarity query returns the
nearest neighbour tuples to a query tuple. Although a lot of multidimensional
data structures have been presented, query processing shares some performance
issues:

1. Indexing of dead space, some areas of regions included in the index con-
taining no data.

2. Random accesses to pages when a query is processed, especially in the case
of accesses to a disk.

3. Region overlap, regions of sibling nodes can share a common space.

4. High number of irrelevant regions, regions containing no tuples matched
by a query are accessed.

Random accesses to pages are typical operations during range query process-
ing in the case of onedimensional (like the B-tree) as well as multidimensional
data structures (like the R-tree). In this case, a DBMS optimizer tries to transform
random accesses to sequential accesses when pages are stored in the secondary
storage [143, 6].

When the dimensionality of a space increases, the volume of the space expo-
nentially increases and data become sparse. As a result, these negative issues
more and more influence the efficiency of query processing. This effect is known
as curse of dimensionality [264]. There are data structures more robust to these is-
sues, e.g. regions of the sibling nodes in the UB-tree [35] do not overlap each
other; however, other issues come to the fore. In this thesis, we propose three
techniques to reduce the issue of random accesses and the number of node ac-
cesses in general:

• optimization of disk accesses by prefetch techniques

• optimization of multiple range query processing

• optimization of narrow range query processing

This thesis is divided into three parts. Part I consists of three chapters and
describes preliminaries of our work. Chapter 2 gives basic concepts and terms
in the area of multidimensional data structures. Moreover, it provides a classi-
fication of multidimensional queries with the focus on range query processing.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the hardware environment of DBMS including the issue
of random and sequential accesses. Range query processing in current DBMSs is
presented in Chapter 4.

2



Introduction

In Part II (Chapters 5 and 6), we put forward an overview of multidimensional
access methods and we describe representatives of tree and grid access methods.

Our contribution is presented in Part III containing three techniques to reduce
the issue of random accesses and the number of node accesses in general. The
first one is an optimization of disk accesses by prefetch techniques [6] described
in Chapter 7. In the second technique, we focus on an optimization of multiple
range query processing, i.e. the processing of several range queries by one tree
traversal. Moreover, we introduce a new type of the range query called the Carte-
sian range query. This technique has been published in [4] and it is described in
Chapter 8. An application of this approach is presented in [7]. The third tech-
nique enables more efficient processing of a special type of the range query, the
narrow range query, using signatures [136]. The signatures are used for a de-
scription of tuples in regions and consequently for a better filtration of irrelevant
regions during range query processing. We describe this technique in Chapter 9.
Basic ideas of this technique have been depicted in [2]. Two applications of this
technique have been presented in [13, 12]. Finally, in Chapter 10 we put forward
experiments of these techniques. Since the R-tree is the most common multi-
dimensional data structure, presented techniques are especially applied on the
R-tree.
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Chapter 2

Indexing and Querying
Multidimensional Data

2.1 Multidimensional Data

Multidimensional data are a collection of objects in a multidimensional space.
Considering the spatial shape of multidimensional data, we can distinguish spa-
tial and point data. Spatial data span a continuous physical space, like lines (e.g.
roads, rivers), time intervals, regions of various shapes (e.g. lakes, countries), and
so on. Point data can represent space locations as well as records of a relational
table in a relational DBMS with many attributes, where one attribute corresponds
to one dimension [162]. In this thesis we consider a tuple to be a point in a space
of the dimensionality d. Consequently, we use the term tuple synonymously to
the term record.

An example of multidimensional point data is presented in Table 2.1; data
in the table Product represent a simple e-shop with computers. Each record in
the table represents one computer together with information about its producer,
model, and price.

Table 2.1: An example of the table Product(producer, model, price)

producer model price

DELL 2010 350
DELL 2015 1,230

Toshiba 2012 800
Toshiba 2010 310
Apple 2015 2200
Asus 2015 370

Lenovo 2015 490
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Indexing and Querying Multidimensional Data

Consequently, each record in the table can be represented as a tuple in a 3-
dimensional space. In Figure 2.1, it is possible to see a space representation of the
table in the 3-dimensional space; each dimension represents one attribute of the
table.

producer

m
od
el pr
ice

Figure 2.1: A space representation of the table Product(producer, model, price) in
a 3-dimensional space

2.2 Multidimensional Queries

A multidimensional query restricts a multidimensional space: it returns tuples
of its subspace. In Figure 2.2, a classification of queries over a collection of mul-
tidimensional tuples is presented; we see two major types of multidimensional
queries: similarity queries and range queries.

2.2.1 Similarity Queries

In many cases, the only available information for a query is a distance function
representing a similarity of the object’s attribute value in a multidimensional
space. The objective of the similarity queries [105, 121] is to find objects whose
attribute values are similar (or close) to the attribute values of the query object.
There are many variants of the similarity queries, e.g. k-nearest neighbor queries
(or k-NN queries) [31], ϵ-approximate nearest neighbor queries [127], etc. The dis-
tance function is known as metric and the space is known as a metric space. The
data structures indexing such a metric space are called metric data structures; the
representatives of the metric data structures are the Metric tree [239], M-tree [64],
VP-tree [82], and others [49, 53]. Since similarity queries and metric data struc-
tures are beyond the scope of this thesis, we avoid their detail description.

6
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        Queries

  Range queries   Similarity queries

Narrow range queries

Exact match (point)
         queries

Partial match queries

Figure 2.2: A classification of multidimensional queries

2.2.2 Range Queries

A range query retrieves all tuples of a d-dimensional space in a query rect-
angle Q defined by two tuples QL = (ql1, . . . , qld), QH = (qh1, . . . , qhd),
qli ≤ qhi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d (see Figure 2.3a). Let T be a table with attributes t1, . . . , td,
a range query over T can be written as a pseudo SQL statement:

SELECT * FROM T WHERE ql1 ≤ t1 ≤ qh1 AND . . .AND qld ≤ td ≤ qhd

  (a)                           (b)                           (c)                            (d) 

Figure 2.3: Example of (a) range query, (b) narrow range query, (c) partial match
query, and (d) exact match query

Example 1 (Range query). Let us consider a product database including the table
Product (name, producer, model, weight, price). A range query over the table is then:
Find all products of the price between 800 and 1,500 euros, the weight between
2,000 and 3,000 grams, and the model between 2010 and 2013.

7



Indexing and Querying Multidimensional Data

A narrow range query is the range query where at least one attribute is restricted
to a point or a short interval of values (we call such an attribute the narrow at-
tribute) while others are general intervals (see Figure 2.3b).

Example 2 (Narrow range query). Find all products of the producer DELL of the
price between 800 and 1,500 euros, with the weight equals to 2,200 grams, and
the model between 2010 and 2013. In this case, the weight is restricted to a point.

A partial match query restricts some attributes to a point while other attributes
are left unspecified (i.e. they cover the complete domain of the attributes). An ex-
ample of the partial match query is shown in Figure 2.3c. The essential difference
between the partial match query and the narrow range query is based on the
fact that the narrow range query includes attributes restricted to an interval not
covering the complete domain.

Example 3 (Partial match query). Find all products of the producer DELL. In this
case, only the producer attribute is restricted to a point.

An exact match query (also known as a point query) restricts all attributes to a
point and tests whether it is/is not in a multidimensional space (see Figure 2.3d).

Example 4 (Exact match query). Find all products of the producer DELL made
in 2014 with the price 1,500 euros, and the weight 2,200 grams.

Evidently, the range query is the most general query, other queries like point
or partial match queries are special types of the query [208]. Table 2.2 summa-
rizes a range query classification according to the number of point, interval, and
unspecified attributes of queries.

Table 2.2: A range query classification according to the number of point, interval,
and unspecified attributes of queries, i+ j ≤ d.

#Point #Interval #Unspecified
Attributes Attributes Attributes

Range Query 0 d 0
Narrow Range Query i j d− i− j

Partial Match Query i 0 d− i

Exact Match Query d 0 0

8



Chapter 3

Hardware Environment of DBMS

3.1 Introduction

To support transaction processing and the related infrastructure (i.e. ACID, re-
covery, and so on) [87, 92, 248] some DBMSs1 hold their data in the secondary
storage (on a disk). These DBMSs utilize various paged data structures to handle
their data. In this thesis, we aim our focus at the paged data structures; they are
persistent and they store data in pages (or blocks). A page is primarily stored in
the secondary storage, therefore its size is a multiplication of the disk sector size
(512 B) as well as the file system unit size (often 2 kB). As a result, the typical page
size is 8 or 16 kB.

3.2 A General Architecture of Paged Data Structures

In Figure 3.1, a comparison of the storages in a computer (registers of the CPU
at the top, the disk at the bottom) according to the throughput and capacity is
presented.

Figure 3.1: A comparison of the storages according to the throughput and capac-
ity

1On the other hand, there exist DBMSs do not support ACID like NoSQL DBMSs [238].

9
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As we see, the throughput of the main memory is up to 100 000× higher than
the throughput of the secondary storage (the throughput of the secondary storage
is more complicated and we describe it in more details later). Therefore, it is
appropriate to store most of the pages in the main memory and in this way to
reduce accesses to the secondary storage.

Each DBMS allocates a part of the main memory for this purpose; it is called
cache buffer; the cache buffer is a queue of pages in the main memory [219, 143].
If a data structure requires a page, it checks whether the page is stored in the
cache buffer; if the cache buffer contains the page then the data structure uses
it, otherwise the cache buffer reads the page from the secondary storage and the
page is added into the queue (see Figure 3.2). Let us note, a DBMS supports a
recovery of a database using the log file stored on a disk although some pages
with data of the database are stored in the main memory [87].

Secondary

   storage

      Cache buffer 

    in main memory
Data Structure

Page Node

Figure 3.2: An example of a paged data structure with the cache buffer

We can distinguish two types of accesses to the pages: physical accesses and
logical accesses. Logical access represents every access to a page, while physical
access represents only the access to the secondary storage. If the required page is
found in the cache buffer, it is cache hit, otherwise it is cache miss. The efficiency
of the cache buffer is measured by the cache hit rate; it is computed as (cache hits
/ logical accesses) ∗ 100 (%). In the case that all pages are stored in the cache
buffer, the number of physical accesses is zero and the cache hit rate is 100%.
If the number of pages is significantly higher that the size of the cache buffer
then the number of physical accesses converges to the number of logical accesses
and the cache hit ratio converges to zero. Evidently, all pages should be stored
in the cache buffer to gain the best throughput, but it is not possible in many
cases. Therefore, the number of physical accesses should be minimized as much
as possible. A part of the physical accesses can be avoided by the higher usage of
the pages. The ratio describing the usage of the pages is called the utilization; it
is the ratio of the space used in the page to the total space of the page. The high
utilization should benefit query processing since there is less pages. Evidently,
the utilization would ideally be 100%, but this is unattainable by commonly used
data structures. Let us note that the average utilization 50% is often reached in
the case of dynamic data structures.
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3.3 Sequential and Random Accesses

The throughput of the physical accesses is dependent mainly on the way how the
data structures access to pages. We can distinguish two types of logical/physical
accesses: sequential and random accesses. If pages are accessed in an order how
they are stored, we talk about sequential accesses. As an example, we can men-
tion the sequential read of a file. The random accesses occur when the pages are
accessed in a random order. Both types of the accesses are shown in Figure 3.3.

Sequential accesses

Random accesses

Page Page Page Page Page Page Page Page

Page Page Page Page Page Page Page Page

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 

2 

3 4 

5 6 

7 

Figure 3.3: An example of sequential and random accesses

The sequential physical accesses are up to 2 orders of magnitude faster than
the random accesses. It is caused by the way how the secondary storages work
in general. The conventional HDDs contain a stack of rotating magnetic platters.
Each of the platters has a read/write head that moves over it. The platters consist
of a set of cylinders containing a set of blocks. In the case of random access, a head
has to seek to the cylinder containing the requested block, wait until a platter is
rotated on the position of the requested block and read it. Consequently, the
time of the random access includes the time of the seek to the cylinder with the
requested block (the seek time), the time of the platter rotation to the requested
block (the latency time), and the read time.

Figure 3.4 puts forward an example of the enormous IO time involved with
random reads from the secondary storage. The seek time and the latency time
are the biggest bottlenecks of the random accesses to the secondary storage. One
random access takes around 10 ms, while the read time is below 1 ms. Therefore,
it is possible to provide only 100 physical accesses per second. Let us consider
pages of 2 kB in size. We obtain 200 kB/s instead of approximately 400 MB/s in
the case of sequential accesses. The Solid-State Drives (SSD) provide the low read
time and latency; they have no rotating parts compared to conventional HDDs;
they store the pages in the flash memories. Since the blocks can be retrieved faster
from various locations of the flash memory, the seek time and the latency time is
minimal.
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Secondary

   storage
Time estimation (~10 ms)

   Cache buffer

in main memory

Latency time

Seek time

Read time

Total IO time

  3 ms

  6 ms

  1 ms 

10 ms

Page

Figure 3.4: Random reads from the secondary storage [143]

Table 3.1 shows the throughput of the several types of disks2: two HDD (SATA
a SAS) and two semiconductors (SSD a SDHC) [132]. In the case of sequential
accesses, the most efficient storage is SSD followed by the SAS disk. It is also
possible to see that SDHC is one order of magnitude slower than other disks. In
the case of random accesses to the pages of the size 512 kB, the throughput of
the read/write operations is comparable to the sequential read/write operations.
The efficiency of random accesses radically decreases with the decreasing size of
the pages. When the pages of the size 4 kB are applied (a similar page size is
often used in DBMSs), the throughput of the HDD is 100× lower whereas the
throughput of the SSD/SDHC is 10× lower. It is possible to see, that although
the seek time and the latency time of the SSD/SDHC is minimal, the efficiency of
the random accesses is still significantly lower compared to sequential accesses.

Table 3.1: Throughput of read/write operations for several types of
disks (MB/s) [132]

Operation SATA SAS Samsung SSD SDHC
RAID1 RAID10 840 Pro Series

Sequential read 159.3 416.8 516.4 12.1
Sequential write 177.9 249.6 494.3 11.0
Random read 512 kB 173.5 239.0 465.5 11.8
Random write 512 kB 213.1 237.3 475.7 1.5

Random read 4 kB 2.5 4.2 30.3 3.7
Random write 4 kB 12.1 15.9 63.8 1.4

The inefficiency of random accesses is often masked by a hardware cache of
a disk (so-called disk cache); it has the capacity in the units of MBs. Although this
cache speeds up the random accesses in the case of small files, it is unsuccessful in
the case of files much bigger than the cache size; a DBMS therefore often prefers
sequential accesses in a table over random accesses in an index (e.g. the B-tree).

2Measured by the software CrystalDiskMark – http://crystalmark.info/software/
CrystalDiskMark/index-e.html
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We describe it in the following section. Although operation systems provide own
cache to eliminate the cost of physical accesses, DBMSs often do not utilize this
cache since they use the cache buffer.

The issue of random accesses occurs also in the main memory; the sequential
accesses are notably faster than random accesses. However, in the case of paged
data structures we often process more items of one page after the page is read. It
means the page is stored in the CPU L2 cache (up to 512 kB in size) and random
accesses in the main memory are eliminated in this way.

The performance of the query processing in a DBMS is often measured by the
IO cost and the CPU cost. The IO cost means the number of logical node accesses,
the CPU cost means the number of atomic operations (e.g. compare operations)
processed in nodes read during a query is processed. In this thesis, we utilize
these costs to show the efficiency of algorithms and data structures used during
query processing.

13



Chapter 4

Range Query Processing in Current
DBMSs

4.1 Introduction

In this section, we describe data structures provided by current DBMSs to support
the range query.

Example 5. Let us consider a product database including the table Product (name,
producer, model, weight, price) and the following SQL query1 over the table: ”Find
all computers DELL of the model between 2010 and 2013, the price between 800
and 1,500 euros, and the weight equals to 2,200 grams.”

SELECT * FROM Product
WHERE
producer = ’DELL’
AND model between 2010 and 2013
AND price between 800 and 1,500
AND weight = 2,200;

4.2 Heap Table

The heap table [21, 225] is a paged array where tuples are stored in the order in
which the rows are inserted in the table. Tuples are searched by a sequence scan
of all pages; therefore, we can expect the following physical query evaluation
plan [87] for the query2:

1We ignore that in a real case strings of individual attributes are stored in codebooks and the
Product table includes ids of the strings.

2The query evaluation plan is reported for the Oracle DBMS but a similar query plan can be
expected in any DBMS.
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TABLE ACCESS FULL PRODUCT
SELECTION Filter Predicates
filter producer = DELL
and model >= 2010 and model <= 2013
and price >= 800 and price <= 1500
and weight = 2200

Advantages: The sequential scan is utilized which is especially efficient when
blocks of the array are read from a disk (compared to random physical reads
of blocks).

Disadvantages: All blocks must be scanned (and all tuples must be processed)
regardless of the result set size.

4.3 B-tree

The B-tree [36] (or its variants, e.g. the B+-tree [251]) is the second important in-
dex data structure utilized in DBMSs. The B-tree is a m-ary balanced tree guaran-
teeing the logarithmic time complexity for the operations insert, update, delete,
and point queries. The B-tree is an onedimensional data structure, it means it
supports point and range queries over an one-dimensional key. However, it is
possible to utilize the B-tree for processing some multidimensional range queries;
we can distinguish three possible approaches:

1. A set of B-trees where one B-tree is build for each attribute.

2. The B-tree with a compound key.

3. A combination of both approaches.

In the case of the set of B-trees, an index for each attribute of a multidimen-
sional range query has to be built. Consequently, the range query is processed
by a sequence of range queries in the B-trees and individual intermediate results
are joined. Let us consider the query in Example 5, the set of indices contains
four B-trees for the attributes producer, model, price, and weight. The query pro-
cessing involves 3 joins of the intermediate results for the individual B-trees (see
Figure 4.1).

Disadvantages: There are two major issues. The first issue is the overall size of
the index and the overhead of the update operations, since more data structures
are created for a table. The second issue is that the efficiency of the approach is
highly dependent on the range query selectivity; if the size of the intermediate
results ≫ the size of the overall result, this processing is rather inefficient [96].
In the worst case, an SQL processor must handle all keys of the B-trees whereas
the overall result size is 0. Moreover, although a DBMS often tries to process
the range query with sequential reads instead of random reads using a technique
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Producer       Model           Price          Weight           

Figure 4.1: An example of processing a multidimensional range query using a set
of B-trees

called the skip-sequential prefetch [143] (block ids are sorted before the blocks are
read), the optimizer rather selects the sequential scan of a heap table especially in
the case of a low selectivity query.

In the case of the B-tree with a compound key, a concatenation of several at-
tributes is used to create a compound index (there is an ordering of attributes in
the compound key). However, only some multidimensional range queries can be
processed without a sequential scan of the index, more precisely the range query:
QL:QH : ∃k : qli = qhi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, |qhi − qli| > 0, i = k, |qhi − qli| = |Di|, i > k. In
other words, the point attributes of the query are the first attributes of the com-
pound key, then the query includes one interval attribute, and other attributes
are unspecified.

For example, let us consider the compound key (producer, model, price, weight).
The following range queries can be processed without a sequential scan: the
point query (’DELL’, 2013, 500, 2000), the range query (’DELL’, 2013–2015, *, *).
When an optimizer should process another multidimensional range query, e.g.
the range query (’DELL’, 2013–2015, 1000–1500,*), three approaches exist:

• A sequential scan of the index is processed.

• The optimizer can process a more general range query using a compound
key to filter only some tuples; other irrelevant tuples are omitted before the
tuples are added into the result set by a secondary filter. For example, we
can process the query (’DELL’, 2013–2015, *,*) for the query (’DELL’, 2013–
2015, 1000–1500,*) and then omit tuples with the price < 1000 and > 1500.

• We can also consider more indices for various compound keys, the opti-
mizer chooses the appropriate one to process the query.
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Advantages: In the case a range query corresponds to the compound key, the IO
cost is minimal since accessed leaf nodes of the B-tree include only relevant tu-
ples.

Disadvantages: When a particular compound key (or a few number of keys) is
defined, many ad-hoc queries are processed using the sequential scan. Moreover,
a range query is processed by random accesses; an optimizer rather choose the
sequential table scan when the selectivity is low and pages are not handled in the
main memory. In the case that more composite indices are created to cover more
range queries, the overall index size can be higher compared to the table size
and the overhead of update operations increases. In the extreme case, we must
create d! composite indices to cover all multidimensional range queries or we
must create (d− 1)! indices to cover all multidimensional partial match queries.

4.4 Bitmap Index

Relational DBMSs use bitmap indices for range queries over attributes with small
attribute domains [178]. In the bitmap index [177], a string of bits is created for
each attribute; the bit-length of the bit-string is equal to the size of the attribute
domain: each attribute value is related to one bit of the string. For each record
of a table, bit-strings for all attributes are created: the 1-bit in the corresponding
position is set with regard to the attribute value. Consequently, the range query
is processed by a sequential scan over the bitmap index.

Advantages: A bitmap index is a highly compact structure to enable fast reading.
Disadvantages: The overhead of maintaining a bitmap index is enormous. Since
the insertion of a new value requires the rebuild of the index, the bitmap indices
are designed only for databases where new data values are not frequently in-
serted. Moreover, it supports only the partial match query and it can be applied
only for small attribute domains.

4.5 Multidimensional Data Structures

Multidimensional data structures enable to process a multidimensional range
query without necessity to scan all nodes of the index in many cases. However,
multidimensional indexing is more difficult than traditional one-dimensional in-
dexing and there are many weak points related to the curse of dimensionality [264].
It simply says that the efficiency decreases when the space dimensionality in-
creases.
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In [208, 85], two major categories of multidimensional access methods have
been distinguished:

1. Tree access methods, which are represented by tree data structures like
R-tree [97], UB-tree [35], LSD-Tree [100], k-d-B-tree [199], Buddy Tree [214],
and so on.

2. Grid access methods, which are based on hashing techniques like grid
files [173], multidimensional linear hashing [181], EXCELL [227], and so
on.
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Multidimensional Access Methods
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Chapter 5

Tree Access Methods

5.1 Introduction

In this section, we describe multidimensional access methods based on a tree
data structure. Each tree node corresponds to one disk page; each inner node
describes a subspace of a space being indexed and each leaf node contains tuples
located in a subspace. A query is typically processed by a recursive traversal in
the tree. In last decades, many multidimensional tree data structures have been
presented, but several of them dominate over others. This section describes the
multidimensional tree data structures with the highest impact. In many cases,
these data structures handle similar tuples (the Euclidean distance is often used
to measure the similarity [69]) on the same pages , we talk about the multidimen-
sional clustering (we have to distinguish this term with the same term used in
data mining [17, 126]).

5.2 Multidimensional B-tree

The B-tree is a tree data structure published by Rudolf Bayer and Edward M.
McCreight in 1972 [36]. It is a d-ary balanced tree guaranteeing the logarithmic
time complexity for the operations insert, update, delete, and point query. The
B-tree is an onedimensional data structure, it means it supports point and range
queries over the onedimensional key. It is possible to utilize the B-tree for pro-
cessing some multidimensional range queries by a set of B-trees or by the B-tree
with a compound key (see Section 4.3), but these approaches have many weak
points and they are not as general as multidimensional data structures.

The multidimensional B-tree [210] is a multidimensional variant of the B-tree
to support processing of multidimensional range queries. A general architecture
of the multidimensional B-tree is depicted in Figure 5.1. The data structure in-
cludes d levels of B-trees, where d is a number of attributes A1, A2, ..., Ad. Each
node in the multidimensional B-tree represents a separate B-tree by itself. Each
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level of the tree is then a linked list of non-redundant B-trees. Data (pointers to
records – ROWIDs) are stored below the last level of B-trees.

   Level 1 
Attribute A1

   Level 2 
Attribute A2

   Level d 
Attribute Ad

   .  .  .

   .  .  .    .  .  .    .  .  .

   .  .  .    .  .  .    .  .  .    .  .  .    .  .  .    .  .  .

   .  .  .   Data

Figure 5.1: A general architecture of the multidimensional B-tree

A node of the multidimensional B-tree for the attribute Ai includes an ordered
set of items (Kj, Fj, Pj) where Kj is the j-th value of the attribute Ai, Pj points to
a node at the next level in the same B-tree containing values of Ai between Kj

and Kj+1, and Fj is a pointer to another B-tree at the level i+ 1 to contain a set of
values for the attribute Ai+1 appearing together with Kj .

The multidimensional B-tree supports processing of point queries, partial
match queries as well as range queries without necessity to join the intermediate
results. As authors show, the structure has also the low cost overhead in the case
of insert, update, and delete operations. However, the efficiency of query pro-
cessing highly depends on the order of attributes; attributes with small domains
must be included before attributes with large domains. Consequently, in the case
of large attribute domains, last levels can include many B-trees containing only
one node with one attribute value. As a result, a range query with restricted at-
tributes related to the last levels, is processed by a sequential scan through all
B-trees at these levels [80]. Moreover, a space overhead of such a tree is enor-
mous.

5.3 (B)UB-tree

The Universal B-tree (UB-tree) [35, 161] and the Bounding UB-tree (BUB-tree) [76]
are balanced tree data structures using a space filling curve for partitioning of
a multidimensional space and the B+-tree as a storage. The minimal guaranteed
utilization of nodes is 50%. The UB-tree preserves multidimensional clustering
by an application of ordering of tuples in a multidimensional space; it is known
as Z-ordering. The order of a tuple in Z-ordering is called the Z-address. This data
structure provides the operations insert, update, delete, and point query with the
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logarithmic complexity. There is an overhead caused by the Z-address transfor-
mation, however this transformation is computed by low cost bit operations.

The Z-curve is a space filling curve computed from Z-addresses of all multi-
dimensional tuples of a discrete space. An example of the Z-curve is presented
in Figure 5.2a. A wide variety of such filling curves have been introduced re-
cently [111, 203], e.g. the Hilbert curve, Moore curve, Koch curve, Peano curve,
and so on. Properties of the Z-curve are applied during a range query is pro-
cessed [222, 198].

Figure 5.2: (a) The Z-curve filling a 2-dimensional discrete space 8 × 8. (b) The
2-dimensional space with tuple T1−T8. These tuples define space partitioning by
Z-regions [0:2],[7:11],[25:30],[57:62] with the node capacity 2. [131]

A Z-region [α, β] is a space covered by an interval on the Z-curve defined by
two Z-addresses α and β, where α ≤ β. As we see in Figure 5.2b, four Z-regions
are defined in a 2-dimensional space 8× 8. A variant of the B-tree is used to store
Z-regions in inner nodes and Z-addresses of tuples in leaf nodes. In the case of
the UB-tree, Z-regions define ordered disjunctive partitioning of a d-dimensional
space. In the case of the BUB-tree, the tree does not cover the complete space. As
a result, an essential part of the dead space (the space without any tuples) is not
covered by any Z-region, e.g. an interval [31, 56] in Figure 5.2b is not covered by
any Z-region.

A structure of the BUB-tree is presented in Figure 5.3. The leaf nodes contain
the points of one Z-region, while inner nodes contain definitions of Z-regions
and their hierarchies. Z-regions of one level of the tree have no overlap. Since
the BUB-tree reduces covering of the dead space with Z-regions defined by two
Z-addresses, the item size of the inner node is 2× higher compared to the UB-tree.
Operations of insert, delete, and point query share the same technique:

1. A tuple is transformed to a Z-address.

2. The tree is traversed and a Z-region matched by the Z-address is found.
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3. The Z-address is inserted, deleted or returned. In the case of insert, the
node can be full and the split operation has to be invoked. In the case of
delete, the node utilization can fall below 50% and the merge with one of
the neighbour nodes has to be invoked to keep the average node utilization
above 50%.

tuples and 
their Z-addresses

a hierarchy of Z-regions

  

[0:11]    [25:62]

 [0:2]      [7:11] [25:30]    [57:62]

   0             2               7           11             25          30             57          62 
(0,0)        (1,0)         (1,3)       (3,1)         (2,5)       (3,6)          (6,5)      (7,6)

Figure 5.3: A structure of the BUB-tree [131]

The most difficult operation over the index is the range query. During range
query processing, it is necessary to compute an intersection of a Z-region and
query rectangle. In [34], an exponential algorithm with the space dimensionality
computing the intersection is introduced. In [222], a linear algorithm computing
the intersection is described.

5.4 K-D-tree and Its Variants

In [40], the k-dimensional trees (k-d-trees) have been introduced. The k-d-tree is
a binary tree recursively subdivides a multidimensional space into subspaces by
(k − 1)-dimensional hyperplanes. The subdivision is dependent on the attribute
values of tuples being inserted. Each hyperplane includes at least one tuple. Each
inner node contains a tuple and a discriminant. The discriminant is a function
defining the subdivision of the space and so guides the search in the tree. Each
inner node has a tuple T and discriminant j such that, any tuple L in the left
subtree of the node satisfies Lj < Tj , and any tuple R in the right subtree of the
node satisfies Rj > Tj . Insert and point query are straightforward operations. The
delete operation is more complicated and it can lead to a complete reorganization
of the subtree below the tuple being deleted.

Figure 5.4 presents an example of the k-d-tree. Each of the records is repre-
sented by a point pi. The first splitting line is the line crossing point p1; therefore
p1 is stored in the root. The next splits are lines crossing points p2 (left subtree)
and p3 (right subtree), and so on.

The structure has some disadvantages. The quality of the structure is highly
dependent on the order in which the points are inserted. Moreover, there are not
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Figure 5.4: A planar representation and a structure of the 2-dimensional k-d-tree

any hyperplanes enabling the even split of the tuples for some data distributions.
Variants like the adaptive k-d-tree [41], the BD-tree [176], the BSP-tree [84] and
others have been published to minimize these disadvantages.

The k-d-B-tree [199] is a persistent variant of the k-d-tree combining the k-d-
tree and the B-tree to handle multidimensional point data. The structure has two
main differences in comparison with the k-d-tree:

1. Hyperplanes do not need to pass through any tuple.

2. All tuples are strictly stored only in leaf nodes.

The structure subdivides a space into subspaces and associates them with tree
nodes. It contains two types of nodes: inner nodes containing regions, and
leaf nodes containing tuples located in the corresponding regions. The struc-
ture is perfectly balanced regardless of the data distribution. Query processing
is straightforward as in the case of the k-d-tree. When insert of a new tuple is
considered, a point query locating the proper node has to be done at first. In the
case that the node is not full, the tuple is inserted. Otherwise, the split operation
has to be processed and a half of the node’s tuples (according to a splitting hy-
perplane) has to be moved to the new node; the split is then propagated to the
upper levels of the tree. A splitting hyperplane can also intersect the regions at
the lower levels of the tree; in that case, they have to be splitted by a splitting
hyperplane as well; this process is called the forced split.

The split operation is the major issue of the data structure. It can lead to a de-
generation of the tree and to many leaf nodes with only one tuple. There are many
variants to avoid this issue, e.g. the hybrid tree [55], hB-tree [157], LSD-tree [100],
SH-tree [65], PK+-tree [247], and many others [72, 194, 246].
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5.5 R-tree and Its Variants

Since 1984 when Guttman proposed his method [97], R-trees have become the
most cited and most used as a reference data structure in this area. They support
point and range queries, and also some forms of spatial joins. Another important
queries supported by R-trees are the similarity queries.

The R-tree can be thought as an extension of the B-tree in a multidimensional
space. It corresponds to a hierarchy of nested d-dimensional Minimum Bounding
Rectangles (MBR). If N is an inner node, it contains couples (Ri, Pi), where Pi is
a pointer to a child of the node N . If R is its MBR, then the rectangles Ri corre-
sponding to the children Ni of N are contained in R. Rectangles at the same tree
level can overlap. The overlapping increases with the increasing space dimen-
sionality: it is a sign of the curse of dimensionality. IfN is a leaf node, it contains
its couples (Ri, Oi), where Ri contains a spatial object Oi. A structure of the R-tree
is shown in Figure 5.5.

R1 R2

R3 R4 R5 R6

T2 T4 T10 T6 T9 T1 T7 T3T8 T5 T11
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R6
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T1

T5

T7

T3
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Figure 5.5: A planar representation and a structure of the R-tree

Each node of the R-tree contains between m and M items (unless it is the root).
The root node has at least two entries, unless it is a leaf node. Other properties of
the R-tree include the following:

• Whenever the number of node’s children drops below m, the node is
deleted and its descendants are distributed among the sibling nodes. The
upper bound M depends on the size of the page.

• The R-tree is height-balanced, it means all leaves are at the same level. The
height of an R-tree is at most ⌊logm(N)⌋ − 1 for N tuples/MBRs (N > 1).

As a dynamic data structure, the most attention of previous works on R-trees
has been devoted to the split procedure since it significantly affects the index per-
formance. Three split techniques (Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential) proposed
in [97] are based on a heuristic optimization. Author shows that quadratic algo-
rithm is the most appropriate to achieve the best query processing performance;
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other versions of the R-tree are based mostly on this algorithm. The algorithm
uses the following strategy: given a set of M + 1 items, each item is assigned to
one of two nodes according to the criterion of minimal coverage, i.e. the chosen
node is the one that is enlarged least in the case a new item is inserted. Unfortu-
nately, this criterion is not proved to be the best possible. The quadratic algorithm
tends to prefer the node with the larger MBR, because this MBR will be least en-
larged in many cases. As a result, it can lead to a uneven data distribution with
the most tuples in one node.

Considering the R-tree performance, the concepts of coverage and overlap be-
tween nodes are important. Obviously, efficient query processing requires that
both the overlap and the coverage are minimized. The minimal coverage reduces
the dead space covered by R-tree nodes. The minimal overlap reduces the num-
ber of subtrees to be traversed during query processing; if a query rectangle in-
tersects the area of k overlapping nodes, up to k subtrees have to be traversed in
such a way.

The best known variants of the R-tree are R∗-trees [37] and R+-trees [216].
They differ from the R-tree in the way they perform a split algorithm during the
insert operation, i.e. which minimization criteria are used. Although the original
R-tree algorithms minimize only the area covered by MBRs (coverage), the R*-
tree algorithms also consider the following objectives:

• The overlap between MBRs at the same tree level should be minimized. The
smaller overlap leads to the lower number of traversed subtrees during
query processing.

• Perimeters (margins) of MBRs should be minimized, i.e. it results in MBRs
having a square shape. As a backside affect the area covered by the MBR is
minimized.

According to the R∗-tree, the split algorithm has two steps. The first step de-
cides which dimension will be used for the split; the best dimension for the split
is the one with the minimal overall perimeter (i.e. with the minimal sum of all
margin values for all possible node splits). In the second step, the split algorithm
sorts the tuples for the selected dimension and computes all possible node splits.
The final MBRs are the ones with the minimal overlap. The design of the R∗-
tree also introduces a policy called forced reinsert: If a node overflows, it is not
split; however, p items, p > 0, are removed from the node and reinserted into
the tree. Authors of [37] suggest p should be about 30% of the maximal number
of items per node. Through all above mentioned techniques they improved the
performance of the operations up to 50% compared to the R-tree.

The R+-tree is a variant that allows no overlap between MBRs at the same
level and an item can be stored in more than one leaf node (known as clipping).
Consequently, a traversal of multiple subtrees during point query processing is
avoided and the overall performance is improved [159].
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In last decades, many R-tree variants have been introduced to improve the
original data structure and suppress some of its negative properties. A detail list
of the R-tree variants is shown in Tables 5.1–5.4. Basically, the variants differ in
how they perform splits during insertion, how they cluster the data, and so on.
We do not describe them as they do not have a direct impact on ideas presented
in this thesis.
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Table 5.1: A list of the R-tree variants in period 1984–2015 (part 1)

Year Data Structure Authors Reference

1984 R-tree Guttman [97]

1985 Packed R-tree Roussopoulos [202]

1987 R+-tree Sellis et al. [216]

1989 Cell tree Gunther [95]

1990 P-tree Jagadish [112]

1990 R⋆-tree Beckmann et al. [37]

1990 RT-tree Xu et al. [254]

1990 Sphere-tree Oosterom [240]

1990 TR⋆-tree Schneider&Kriegel [211]

1992 Independent R-tree Kamel&Faloutsos [116]

1992 MX R-tree Kamel&Faloutsos [116]

1992 Supernode R-tree Kamel&Faloutsos [116]

1993 R-tree Packing Kamel&Faloutsos [117]

1994 R-link tree Ng et. al [172]

1994 TV-tree Lin et al. [108]

1994 Hilbert R-tree Kamel&Faloutsos [118]

1994 VR-tree Mediano et al. [164]

1995 RD-tree (Russian Doll) Hellerstein at al. [99]

1995 SMR-tree Bang&Lu [32]

1995 Buffer R-tree Arge [26]

1996 X-tree Beckmann et al. [224]

1996 SS-tree White&Jain [250]

1996 PML-tree Bang et al. [33]

1996 QR-tree Manolopoulos et al. [261]

1996 VAMSplit R-tree White&Jain [249]

1996 3D R-tree Theoderidis et al. [236]

1996 MR-tree Koudas et al. [130]

1997 Bulkloaded R-tree Bercken et al. [43]

1997 Cubetree Roussopoulos et al. [201]

1997 S-tree Aggarwal et al. [18]

1997 SR-tree Katayama&Satoh [121]

1997 STR R-tree Leutenegger et al. [151]
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Table 5.2: A list of the R-tree variants in period 1984–2015 (part 2)

Year Data Structure Authors Reference

1997 Linear split R-tree Ang&Tan [25]

1998 Optimal split R-tree Garcia et al. [86]

1998 HR-tree Nascimento et al. [170]

1998 Bitemporal R-tree Kumar et al. [141]

1998 Ra
⋆-tree Jurgens&Lenz [115]

1998 STLT Chen et al. [61]

1998 TGS Garcia et al. [88]

1999 GBI Choubey et al. [63]

1999 QSF-tree Yu et al. [263]

1999 RST -tree Saltenis&Jensen [205]

1999 2+3 R-tree Nascimento et al. [171]

1999 Buffered R-tree Arge et al. [28]

1999 MC-tree Schnitzer et al. [212]

2000 Bitmap R-tree Ang et al. [24]

2000 DABS-tree Bohm&Kriegel [46]

2000 R-tree with Branch Grafting Schrek&Chen [213]

2000 A-tree Sakurai et al. [204]

2000 TB-tree Pfoser et al. [190]

2000 TPR-tree Saltenis et al. [243]

2000 R-tree with Low Stabbing Number Berg et al. [44]

2001 aR-tree Papadias et al. [184]

2001 dR-tree Mondal et al. [165]

2001 Box-tree Agarwal et al. [16]

2001 Compact R-tree Huang et al. [104]

2001 CR-tree Kim et al. [124]

2001 Efficient HR-tree Tao&Papadias [231]

2001 MV3R-tree Tao&Papadias [232]

2001 PPR-tree Kollios et al. [129]

2001 RS-tree Park et al. [186]

2001 CUR-tree Ross et al. [200]

2001 SOM-based R-tree Oh et al. [175]

2001 STAR-tree Procopiuc et al. [193]
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Table 5.3: A list of the R-tree variants in period 1984–2015 (part 3)

Year Data Structure Authors Reference

2001 DR-tree Lee&Chung [150]

2002 cR-tree Brakatsoulas et al. [50]

2002 aP-tree Tao et al. [234]

2002 HMM R-tree Jin&Jagadish [113]

2002 Lazy Update R-tree Kwon et al. [142]

2002 VCI R-tree Prabhakar et al. [192]

2003 QR-tree Chen et al. [83]

2003 FNR-tree Frentzos [81]

2003 TPR⋆-tree Tao et al. [233]

2003 ND-tree Qian et al. [195]

2003 TR-tree Park&Lee [187]

2003 LR-tree Bozanis et al. [48]

2003 Partitioned R-tree Bozanis et al. [48]

2003 OMT R-tree Lee&Lee [148]

2003 Frequent Update R-tree Lee et al. [147]

2003 Q+R-tree Xia et al. [255]

2003 SETI Chakka et al. [54]

2003 FTL R-tree Wu et al. [253]

2003 R⋆Q-tree Qui et al. [109]

2004 Merging R-trees Vasaitis et al. [241]

2004 Priority R-tree Arge et al. [27]

2004 MR-tree Kim&Yun [125]

2004 P2PR-tree Mondal et al. [166]

2005 CR⋆-tree Chen&Wang [60]

2005 MON-tree Almeida&Güting [66]

2005 CLUR-tree Park et al. [188]

2005 kNR-tree Mondal et al. [167]

2006 VBI-tree Jagadish et al. [110]

2006 VTPR-tree Liao et al. [154]

2006 Seeded Clustering Lee et al. [149]

2006 Materialized aR-Tree Gorawski&Malczok [89]

2006 RPPF -tree Pelanis et al. [189]
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Table 5.4: A list of the R-tree variants in period 1984–2015 (part 4)

Year Data Structure Authors Reference

2006 NSP-tree Qian et al. [196]

2006 RUM-tree Xiong&Aref [256]

2006 Signature R-tree Krátký et al. [136]

2007 WeR-tree (Weighted) Bozanis&Foteinos [47]

2007 QR+-tree Huaqing&Fuling [106]

2007 SDR-tree Mouza et al. [71]

2007 SPR-tree Kang et al. [119]

2008 SMILE tree Lee et al. [146]

2008 CSR-tree Zhenwen et al. [98]

2008 TS-tree Assent et al. [30]

2009 RR⋆-tree (Revised) Beckmann et al. [38]

2009 Linear Revisited R-tree Al-badarneh&Tawil [20]

2009 PR+-tree Biswas et al. [45]

2009 RUM-tree Silva et al. [220]

2009 BR-tree Hua et al. [103]

2009 C-ND-tree Chen et al. [59]

2010 VoR-tree (Voronoi) Sharifzadeh&Shahabi [218]

2010 R k-d tree AnandhaKumar et al. [23]

2010 HR-tree Li&Tang [153]

2010 DR-tree with Direct Relationship Li&Tang [152]

2011 HTPR⋆-tree Fang et al. [75]

2011 Log-compact R-tree Lv et al. [158]

2011 R⋆Q-tree with clustering Jin&Song [114]

2011 Multi Small Index Al-Badarneh&Al-Alaj [19]

2012 QR⋆-tree Qiu et al. [197]

2012 DC-tree Tang et al. [229]

2012 MQR-tree Moreau&Osborn [168]

2013 R-Forest Nolen&Lin [174]

2013 RUM+-tree Zhu et al. [268]

2013 RCached-tree Pal et al. [183]

2014 R++-tree Šumák&Gurský [244]

2015 TM-RTree Xu et al. [258]
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5.6 Other Tree Data Structures

We can find many others multidimensional tree data structures published in lit-
erature (in many cases these data structures are not paged), for example the
Quadtree [78] and its variants [265, 206, 122].

The Quadtree is a data structure similar to the k-d-tree; it divides a space
by hyperplanes. The main difference is that the Quadtree is not a binary tree;
if we consider a d-dimensional space, each inner node of the data structure has
2d children. Since data are not uniformly distributed in the space, this tree can
be generally unbalanced. In the case of query operations we must recursively
compute an intersection of each region with a query rectangle at each level of the
tree. The data structure is classified as an in-memory data structure, but there are
some paged variants of the tree. One of them is the PH-tree (Patricia Hypercube
tree) [265] combining a quadtree with hypercubes and a bit-stream storage.

Let us mention there are many others data structures like the BV-tree [207],
Sim-tree [260], PL-tree [245], D-tree [259], Filter Tree [217], CRB-tree [91], and so
on [140, 90, 242]. For an extensive discussion of them, see surveys [208, 85, 51].
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Grid Access Methods

6.1 Introduction

The grid access methods are based on a decomposition of a space into a grid of
pages. The tuples located very close to each other in a space are stored close
to each other also in the secondary storage; hash functions are utilized for this
purpose. There are numerous attempts to create hash function preserving this
proximity. According to a hash function used, we can distinguish two types of
grid access methods: methods based on the extendible hashing [73] and methods
based on the linear hashing [156]. In this section, we describe these grid access
methods.

6.2 Methods Based on Extendible Hashing

Methods based on extendible hashing divide a space into the cells; they use a dy-
namic d-dimensional array called the directory to store the cells; each cell corre-
sponds to one page. In the case a page is full and a tuple is not possible to in-
sert, all cells of the directory are split into two cells and the directory is doubled.
The major representant of the methods based on extendible hashing is the grid
file [173].

The grid file is a data structure consisting of a management structure and
a page-based storage of the data. The management structure itself contains two
parts. The first part is the directory, where each item represents one cell of the
grid. The cells store pointers to the pages in the storage. One cell can point only
to one page, but one page can contain data of several cells. The directory can be
quite large (especially in the case of higher dimensions) and it is usually stored
on a disk. The second part of the data structure, called linear scales, is a set of
d one-dimensional arrays. These scales use hyperplanes for bounding tuples and
so they enable to find the relevant cell. A structure of the grid file is shown in
Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: A planar representation and a structure of the grid file

A query is processed as it follows: in the first step, the scales are used to locate
the cell containing the tuples matched by the query. The cell is then scanned to
find the pointer to the page with the tuples matched with the query. A point
query requires two logical accesses: one access for reading the cell, one access for
reading the page with data. Evidently, in the case of the range query, several cells
and pages can be accessed.

The operation insert uses the query algorithm to locate the cell and the page,
where the tuple should be inserted. The tuple is inserted only in the case of a free
space in the page. If there is not the free space, a split operation is required. Since
one page can contain data of more cells, we must distinguish two types of the
split. When several cells point to the page being split, an algorithm splits the page
by hyperplanes existing in the linear scales. If none of the existing hyperplanes
is suitable, or the page contains only the data of one cell, the new hyperplane has
to be created and the page is divided by it. In this case, a new hyperplane has to
be added to the linear scales, and all cells intersected with this hyperplane have
to be divided as well. It leads to rapid growth of the data structure. The variants
called the two-level grid file [101], the twin grid file [107], and EXCELL [227] have
been presented to eliminate this effect.

The two-level grid file extends the original data structure by an additional
grid directory. The first directory represents the rough description of the second
directory; items of the directory are pointers to the cells in the second directory
containing pointers to the data storage. Evidently, this data structure requires one
more disk access to process the query. On the other hand, authors recommend to
avoid this overhead by keeping the second directory in the main memory.

The twin grid file is based on an extension of original data structure by the
second grid directory. In contrast with the two-level grid file, grid directories
do not represent a hierarchy of the directories, but they represent sibling (twin)
directories; both directories describe a complete space. The data are dynamically
distributed and they can be moved from one directory to another one. The basic
idea of the twin grid file is that in the case of the split, redistribution of the tuples
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among the directories is preferred before creating a new hyperplane. Evidently,
the redistribution leads to the maximal utilization of the pages and consequently
to minimization of the total number of pages in the index. Authors show that
the utilization of pages is more than 90% and despite the higher overhead (since
two directories have to be processed) this data structure is more efficient than the
conventional grid file.

Extendible Cell (or EXCELL) [227] is a non-hierarchical data structure based
on the grid file. It provides point query processing with at most two logical ac-
cesses. The main difference in comparison to the grid file is that this approach
divides a space regularly, i.e. all cells in the directory have the same size. In or-
der to preserve this property during build of the data structure, each split has
to invoke a division of all cells in the directory. On the one hand, the directory
grows more rapidly than in the case of the grid file, on the other hand, this ap-
proach minimizes the grid refinement (which is common in the case of the grid
files, since they are sensitive to the data distribution).

A planar representation and a structure of EXCELL is shown in Figure 6.2.
Since all cells are of the same size, this data structure does not need a set of linear
scales for accessing the grid directory.
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Figure 6.2: A planar representation and a structure of EXCELL

Evidently, the main disadvantage of EXCELL is the regular split of cells, since
it leads to the rapid growth of the directory. A modification of the data struc-
ture presented in [228] solves this issue by an application of a hierarchy of grid
directories [101].

6.3 Methods Based on Linear Hashing

Methods based on linear hashing divide a space into the binary intervals; each
interval is represented by a page containing a collection of tuples. In the case
a page is full and a tuple is not possible to insert, the longest interval is divided
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into two intervals of the same size. Evidently, the longest interval does not have
to be the same as the interval invoking the split; in that case, the inserted tuple
has to be stored in another page linked to the original page. Methods based on
linear hashing use minimal or no directory for the page addressing. Since the
structure grows by only one page, methods based on linear hashing do not suffer
from a rapid growth of the structure as much as the methods based on extendible
hashing.

Several methods based on linear hashing have been published in last decades.
The first method using linear hashing presented in [181] failed to support range
queries. Therefore, in [137] authors introduced a variant called multidimen-
sional order-preserving linear hashing with partial expansion (MOLHPE) based
on a variant of the one-dimensional linear hashing (LHPE) [145]. This method
provides the basic operations insert, update, delete, and point query, and it sup-
ports the multidimensional range query and similarity queries. Authors guar-
antee the modest growth of the structure and the utilization of the pages higher
than 50%. Unfortunately, the hash function used causes that the technique fails
for a non-uniform data distribution.

To solve this problem, several hash functions have been proposed in last
decades. Quantile hashing [139] transforms the data of a non-uniform distribu-
tion to uniformly distributed α-quantiles. These quantiles are then used as input
data to the MOLPHE algorithms. Z-hashing [179] uses a space-filling technique
called Z-ordering (the same technique is also used in the (B)UB-tree described
in Section 5.6) to store tuples located close to each other in pages. PLOP (piece-
wise linear order-preserving) hashing [138] supports a storage of the spatial data
without any transformation.
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Range Query Processing
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Chapter 7

Prefetch Techniques

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce an optimization of disk accesses during multidi-
mensional range query processing and we show that it is often possible to replace
random accesses by sequential accesses during the query processing. Instead of
a development of another sophisticated data structure, our goal is to optimize
disk accesses using a simple way applicable for any tree data structure. We adopt
a technique called the skip-sequential prefetch often used in DBMSs [143, 155]
and we introduce a novel technique called the buffered prefetch. Ideas described
in this section have been published in [6]. Let us note that we focus only on the
optimization of disk accesses; the prefetch itself is not processed, however our
techniques can lead to its occurs (i.e. a DBMS can read pages in advance).

7.2 Skip-Sequential Prefetch in DBMSs

A basic physical design in current DBMSs includes a heap table and an index
(mostly the B-tree). Each record of the index contains a key and a pointer to the
corresponding row in the heap table. These pointers are called row identifiers
(or ROWIDs). ROWIDs are necessary because the index often does not contain
values of all attributes. A DBMS searches the index for ROWIDs of relevant rows
and consequently reads the rows from the heap table when a query is processed.
Figure 7.1 shows an example of query processing over a heap table with an index;
we can see the random reads of pages in the heap table using ROWIDs. Let us
note the pages of the index are randomly read as well.

DBMSs usually define so-called clustering factor of an index specifying how
much the order of the records in the index corresponds to the order of the rows
in the table. A smaller clustering factor results in more efficient query processing.
If the clustering factor is high and we process a query using the index then we
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randomly access the table rows as we gradually read the records in the index.
Those random accesses represent a bottleneck of query processing.
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Figure 7.1: An example of query processing over a heap table

To prevent the random accesses during the query processing, DBMSs often
use a technique called the skip-sequential prefetch (or sequential prefetch) [143].
The skip-sequential prefetch for example sorts ROWIDs before the pages are read
from a heap table (see Figure 7.2). Consequently, the pages are read in the order
they are stored in the file (we call it the physical order), i.e. the skip-sequential ac-
cesses to the pages are performed. This technique improves the query processing
in two ways:

1. Reading pages in their physical order reduces the seek time and conse-
quently decreases the query processing time.

2. In the case of sequential (or skip-sequential) accesses to the pages, DBMSs
can read several pages in advance (the prefetch is executed).
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Figure 7.2: An example of query processing over a heap table using the skip-
sequential prefetch
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7.3 Range Query Processing with Prefetch Tech-
niques

As we show in Chapter 2.2, the range query is the most general query, other
queries like point or partial match queries are special types of the query. The
range query is typically processed by the depth-first search range query algo-
rithm where the algorithm starts from the root node and follows relevant items
in each node. In this way, the algorithm recursively traverses all subtrees and it
is finished after all relevant subtrees are processed. Since the nodes in the tree are
not ordered in their physical order, random accesses are typical operations during
range query processing. Evidently, these random accesses significantly decrease
the efficiency of range query processing. Since the leaf nodes represent 90% of
the tree size, the most of the random accesses during range query processing are
accesses to leaf nodes [155].

Example 6. Let us have a set of 2-dimensional tuples indexed by the R-tree. Let
us take a range query defined by two points QL and QH . The R-tree and the
query rectangle are presented in Figure 7.3. As we can see, leaf nodes are not
stored in the same order as they are read during range query processing. Regions
R3, R4, and R5 are intersected by the query rectangle and they are scanned. They
are read as they are found by the algorithm; the order in which the pages are read
is 123, 94, and 122.
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Figure 7.3: A range query in the R-tree

We solve this issue by adopting the skip-sequential prefetch described in Sec-
tion 7.2. The pages are not accessed immediately as they are considered relevant,
but their indices are stored and processed as the last step of range query process-
ing. In this step, the indices are sorted and pages are read in their physical order.
We focus only on leaf nodes, but the technique can also be successfully applied at
other levels of the tree; however, it is usually not necessary and the improvement
is not so significant. In this way, we transform random accesses to sequential
accesses.
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Example 7. Let us take the range query over the R-tree in Example 6. When the
skip-sequential prefetch is considered, the order in which the pages are read is
94, 122, and 123.

Many real world range queries lead to a tree traversal where a plenty of tree
nodes has to be processed. If several pages physically stored close to each other
are to be processed, we can consider to read them together. Reading pages to-
gether means that the average read time per one page is reduced. Therefore we
extend the skip-sequential prefetch technique with a read buffer and we call this
technique the buffered prefetch. The read buffer is a block of the main memory stor-
ing an array of pages. An example of the read buffer is presented in Figure 7.4;
we find a maximal number of pages fits the read buffer (in Algorithm 3 we call
them as a group of pages). The maximal number of pages in the read buffer is
called the threshold. Consequently, the requested nodes are picked from the read
buffer and the rest of the read buffer is discarded. This process is repeatedly exe-
cuted until all requested pages are not read. We use a greedy approach to select
the pages fitting the read buffer for the performance reasons.

1 2 32 ... 64 ...... 128

threshold 32

threshold 64

threshold 32

Figure 7.4: An example of the read buffers with the various thresholds

The threshold value depends on several parameters like distribution of data,
selectivity of queries and so on. However, it is mainly influenced by a difference
between the performance of the sequential and random accesses. The threshold
can be experimentally estimated.

Example 8. Let us take a range query over the R-tree in Example 6. When the
buffered prefetch with threshold 1 (i.e. it is the skip-sequential prefetch) is con-
sidered, the required pages are read by three accesses in order 94, 122, and 123.
When the buffered prefetch with threshold 8 is considered, the required pages are
read by two accesses in order 94, and 122–123. When the buffered prefetch with
threshold 32 is considered, the required pages are read by one access in order
94–123.

It is clear that the buffered prefetch technique is simply extensible in a concur-
rent environment; concurrent threads of query processing can share the buffer
containing node indices.
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7.4 Range Query Algorithm using Prefetch Tech-
niques

A depth-first search range query algorithm including the prefetch techniques is
depicted in Algorithm 1. The RangeQuery function scans a tree from the root node
to the leaf nodes. Each inner node of a path is read and scanned from the first to
the last item using the function ScanNode (see Line 5 of Algorithm 1). A parameter
of the function ScanNode is a query rectangle (the variable qr) and the order of the
current item in the current inner node (the variable itemOrder). Each leaf node of
the path is not immediately read and scanned, but its index is stored in a leafInd-
ices array until all relevant leaf nodes are found (Line 9). After the traversal of
the tree is finished and all leaf node indices are stored in the array leafIndices, the
range query algorithm invokes function SkipSequentialPrefetch (Line 4) or Buffered-
Prefetch (Line 6).

Algorithm 1: A range query algorithm using prefetch techniques
Function : RangeQuery(qr)

Input : qr – a query rectangle, prefetch – a type of the prefetch technique
Output : resultSet – tuples matched by the query rectangle
Variables: leafIndices – an array of leaf node indices

leafIndices← RangeQuery(RootNodeIndex, qr);1

switch prefetch do2

case Skip-Sequential:3

resultSet← SkipSequentialPrefetch(leafIndices, qr);4

case Buffered:5

resultSet← BufferedPrefetch(leafIndices, qr);6

return resultSet;7

Function : RangeQuery(nodeIndex, qr)
Input : nodeIndex – the index of a node to be scan, qr – a query rectangle
Output : leafIndices – an array of leaf node indices

if ¬IsLeaf(nodeIndex) then1

N← ReadNode(nodeIndex);2

itemOrder← 0;3

while itemOrder ≤ N.ItemCount do4

itemOrder← N.ScanNode(itemOrder, qr);5

if itemOrder ≤ N.ItemCount then6

RangeQuery(N.GetChildIndex (itemOrder), qr);7

else8

leafIndices.Add(nodeIndex);9

return leafIndices;10
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7.4.1 Algorithm of Skip-Sequential Prefetch

The basic idea of the skip-sequential prefetch method is shown in Algorithm 2.
The leafIndices array is sorted (see Line 1 of Algorithm 2), the array is scanned
from the first to the last leaf index (Line 2), and the leaf nodes are read from
the secondary storage (Line 3); the scan of each leaf node searching the tuples to
satisfy the query rectangle is processed in Line 4.

Algorithm 2: The SkipSequentialPrefetch function
Input : leafIndices – an array of leaf node indices, qr – a query rectangle
Output: resultSet – tuples matched by the query rectangle

leafIndices.Sort();1

for i← 1 to leafIndices.Count do2

LN← ReadNode(leafIndices[i]);3

LN.ScanLeafNode(qr, resultSet);4

return resultSet;5

7.4.2 Algorithm of Buffered Prefetch

The buffered prefetch method uses the read buffer to further optimization of ran-
dom accesses to leaf nodes. The algorithm of the buffered prefetch is presented
in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: The BufferedPrefetch function
Input : leafIndices – an array of leaf node indices, qr – a query rectangle
Output: resultSet – tuples matched by the query rectangle

leafIndices.Sort();1

startIndex← 1;2

start← leafIndices[startIndex];3

for i← 1 to leafIndices.Count do4

end← leafIndices[i+ 1];5

if end − start > threshold then6

Buffer← ReadNodesToBuffer(start, leafIndices[i]);7

for j ← startIndex to i do8

LN← Buffer.GetNode(leafIndices[j]);9

LN.ScanLeafNode(qr, resultSet);10

startIndex← i+ 1;11

start← leafIndices[startIndex];12

return resultSet;13

The leafIndices array is sorted in the same way as in the case of the skip-
sequential prefetch (see Line 1 of Algorithm 3). Consequently, the leaf node in-
dices in the sorted array are merged to groups in order to find a maximal number
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of pages fits the read buffer (i.e. its size is titled the threshold). For each group, an
array of all its leaf nodes (i.e. all leaf nodes between the first and the last node of
the group) is read from the secondary storage to the read buffer (Line 7). The re-
quested leaf nodes (i.e. leaf nodes with indices in the leafIndices array) are picked
from the read buffer and the rest of the read buffer is discarded (Line 9).
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Chapter 8

Multiple Range Query Processing

8.1 Introduction

Many real world queries can be transformed to a multiple range query, i.e.
a query including more than one query rectangle. In this chapter, we aim our ef-
fort at processing of this query type. An idea to process more queries in a DBMS
is not novel [215, 56]. Consequently, some notices to processing a sequence of
range queries have been published in [77, 162] where authors described their al-
gorithms for the (B)UB-tree. SEA-CNN [257] and other approaches [105, 169]
have been introduced for efficient processing a sequence of k-NN queries.

In [185], a technique for multiple range query processing in 2D R-trees have
been presented. The range queries are ordered according to a space filling curve;
the neighbour range queries are processed as one in the case of the high probabil-
ity of disk accesses reduction. A disadvantage of the technique is that additional
pages can be accessed during range query processing.

In this chapter, we firstly show an algorithm processing a sequence of range
queries (so-called range query batch) with one scan in the R-tree [97] or another
variant of this multidimensional data structure [37, 216]. Second, we introduce
a special type of the multiple range query, the Cartesian range query. These al-
gorithms are based on a single scan of the data structure, in this way, redundant
accesses and operations are omitted. We show the optimality of these algorithms
from the IO and CPU costs point of view and we compare their performance
with current methods. Although we introduce our algorithms in the context of
the R-tree, we show that these algorithms are appropriate for all multidimen-
sional data structures with nested regions. Ideas described in this section have
been published in [4].

A back-side effect of merging more range queries into one multiple range
query appears in a client-server communication of DBMS where TCP/IP pro-
tocols over the Ethernet environment are mostly used. In this case, TPC/IP is
able to open approximately up to 4,000 connections per second when we sequen-
tially send range queries in the query-by-query way. The merging of more range
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queries into one or a few number of queries then helps to solve this bottleneck.
When any network communication is not used, e.g. in the case of an embedded
DBMSs (for example Berkley DB1), DBMS is able to process up to millions queries
per second when queries are sequentially sent.

8.2 Multiple Range Query

8.2.1 Range Query Processing

As we show in Chapter 2.2, the range query is the most general query, other
queries like point or partial match queries are special types of the query. In many
cases, real-world queries define more than one range query over an index.
Example 9. None of the today’s information systems can work without statistics.
The sellers want to know, which products are the most popular, which month
of the year is the most profitable, etc. Customers can follow the trends, buy the
products with the best recommendations and so on. This can not be done without
a regular computation over records stored in the database.

Let us consider the following SQL query Q12:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Product
WHERE

type IN (’ultrabooks’, ’netbooks’) AND
producer IN (’DELL’, ’TOSHIBA’, ’LENOVO’) AND
cpu IN(’AMD Opteron’, OR ’Intel Core I7’)

GROUP BY type, producer,cpu;

It means, we want to print the count of all ultrabooks and netbooks of produc-
ers DELL, TOSHIBA or LENOVO with the CPU AMD Opteron or Intel Core I7.

In Chapter 4 we describe various techniques for range query processing in
current DBMSs. We can expect the following types of indices and operations in
a query execution plan related to this query type3:

1. A sequence scan in a heap table. We can expect the following physical
execution evaluation plan for the query:

TABLE ACCESS FULL PRODUCTS
SELECTION Filter Predicates

filter subcathegory in (ultrabooks, netbooks)
and producer in (DELL, TOSHIBA, LENOVO)
and processor in (AMD Opteron, Intel Core I7)

1http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/berkeley-db
2We ignore that in a real case, strings of individual attributes would be probably stored in

codebooks and the Product table would include ids of the strings.
3The query evaluation plan is reported for the Oracle DBMS but a similar query plan can be

expected in any DBMS.
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Disadvantages: All records must be scanned.
Advantages: The sequential scan is utilized which is especially efficient when
blocks of the array are read from a disk.

2. A sequence scan in a bitmap index. In this case, a string of bits is created for
each attribute value; the bit-string length is equal to the size of the attribute
domain: each domain value is related to one bit of the string.

3. The range query (or range scan) in the B-tree (or its variant). When a query
corresponds to the ordering of the B-tree, the number of leaf nodes read is
as low as possible. In many cases, all leaf nodes must be scanned using
random accesses. An SQL processor therefore often selects the sequential
scan of a heap table in a query execution plan.

4. The range query in a multidimensional data structure. Multidimensional
data structures enable to process a general multidimensional range query
without necessity to scan all nodes of the index in many cases. We discuss
this type of query processing in the next section.

8.2.2 Processing Multiple Range Queries

A sequence of range queries is m range queries RQ1, RQ2, . . . RQm in
a d-dimensional space. A tuple (t1, t2, . . . td) is in the result set of the sequence
if it is matched by at least one query of the sequence. When we need to distin-
guish tuples for individual range queries, orders of all rectangles matching the
tuple are stored in the result set together with the tuple.

A naive algorithm to process a sequence of range queries is to evaluate the se-
quence in the query-by-query way. As a result, the same nodes of an index can be
accessed with various range queries, i.e. IO cost (the number of nodes accessed)
is not bound by the number of nodes in the index. Therefore, we need an algo-
rithm to process the sequence with one scan of the index; we call this algorithm
the range query batch. Some notices to processing the sequence of range queries
in the multidimensional UB-tree are proposed in [162]. In the UB-tree there is an
ordering of items in nodes. In this chapter, we introduce multiple range query al-
gorithms for the R-tree and any multidimensional index with nested regions and
without ordering of items in nodes.

Example 10. If an SQL processor wants to utilize the multidimensional range
query to process the SQL statement Q1, it has to generate 12 range queries, since
a product is matched with each combination of all values defined for individual
attributes (we use the first letter of strings in the following list of queries):

(*,*,’u’,’D’,*,’A’,*), (*,*,’u’,’D’,*,’I’,*),
(*,*,’u’,’T’,*,’A’,*), (*,*,’u’,’T’,*,’I’,*),
(*,*,’u’,’L’,*,’A’,*), (*,*,’u’,’L’,*,’I’,*),
(*,*,’n’,’D’,*,’A’,*), (*,*,’n’,’D’,*,’I’,*),
(*,*,’n’,’T’,*,’A’,*), (*,*,’n’,’T’,*,’I’,*),
(*,*,’n’,’L’,*,’A’,*), (*,*,’n’,’L’,*,’I’,*)
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We see that some range queries share the same values. For example, 6 queries
share the value ’ultrabook’ of the attribute subcategory. As a result, a range
query algorithm must compute many identical compare operations. Therefore,
we introduce the multidimensional Cartesian range query including more options
(intervals defined by the low and high values which can be identical in the case of
point intervals) in particular dimensions.

Definition 1 (Cartesian range query). The Cartesian range query is defined with
a sequence of query intervals {I} for each dimension: {I1i1} × {I

2
i2
} × . . . × {Idid},

where 1 ≤ ik ≤ mk, 1 ≤ k ≤ d, mk is the number of query intervals in the
dimension k. A tuple (t1, t2, . . . , td) is in the result set if ∀i∃j : ti is in I ij .

This multiple range query can be written as: (I11 OR I12 OR . . . OR I1m1
) AND (I21

OR I22 OR . . . OR I2m2
) AND ... AND (Id1 OR Id1 OR . . . OR Idmd

), i.e. we can call it the
boolean range query. The Cartesian range query can be then written as a sequence
of range queries so that we create range queries for all combinations of the query
intervals: (I11 , I21 , . . . , Id1 ) is the first range query and (I1m1

, I2m2
, . . . , Idmd

) is the last
range query. The number of queries in the sequence is: m1 ×m2 × . . . ×md. Let
us note that we can simply extend the definition of the Cartesian range query for
MBR stored in the index instead of tuples.

In the case of the sequential scan in an array, this query type is processed using
the boolean expression instead of a sequence of range queries, however all tuples
must be processed. Let us note that an SQL optimizer often sets a query plan
including such a scan. In this thesis, we introduce the processing of this query
type in the R-tree; this algorithm is optimal from the IO and CPU cost point of
view. Let us note we consider only range queries with intervals in one dimension
which are not intersected. Evidently, is is appropriate to utilize the Cartesian
range query instead of a sequence of range queries if individual range queries of
the sequence share more same values. Since it is possible to compute the order of
the range query in the Cartesian range query (the order is the same as the order
of a range query in the equivalent sequence of range queries), we can distinguish
result sets of individual range queries if necessary. However, in this thesis we do
not distinguish results of individual range queries.

Example 11. Let us have the following query: ”Find all ultrabooks and netbooks of
the producers DELL, TOSHIBA or LENOVO with the processor AMD Opteron or Intel
Core I7”. In Figure 8.1, we see a form of Ebay4 with a UI representation of the
query.

In this case, all query intervals are point intervals, and the Cartesian range
query CRQ = ({ultrabook, netbook}, {DELL, TOSHIBA, LENOVO}, {AMD Opteron,
Intel Core I7}), m1 = 2, m2 = 3, m3 = 2. When this query is processed by a se-
quence of range queries, it includes 2× 3× 2 = 12 range queries.

4http://www.ebay.com/
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Figure 8.1: An example of a form defining the Cartesian range query on Ebay

8.3 Depth-First Range Query Algorithm

A general depth-first search range query algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4 [97].
Starting the root node, we consecutively find all items (regions) relevant to
a query rectangle with the ScanNode function (see Line 5 of Algorithm 4 and Al-
gorithm 7). In this chapter, we consider the R-tree where regions are rectangles
(more precisely MBR) nested in a hierarchy. Since the most variants of the R-tree
like the R∗-tree [37] or the R+-tree [216] differ especially in the insert operation,
they share this common range query algorithm. In the case of another kind of
regions, e.g. spheres of the SR-tree [121], another function computing whether
the region is intersected by the query rectangle instead of IsIntersected (see Algo-
rithm 5) must be used.

If a leaf node is read, the function ScanLeafNode is invoked (see Line 9 of Al-
gorithm 4 and Algorithm 8): all items matched by the query rectangle are added
into the result set. The range query algorithm recursively searches all subtrees
and it is finished after all relevant subtrees are processed. Let us note that the
range query algorithm is written for the range query batch since its parameters
include a sequence of range queries; however, we can use it also for the range
query since the number of input range queries can be one.

In Algorithms 5 and 6, we show that the relevance of a tuple or MBR to a query
rectangle is processed with 1 operation in the best case and 2 × d operations in
the worst case. We utilize these values in the cost model proposed in Section 8.5.

A performance issue of range query processing appears with an increasing
number of node accesses. Similarly to other tree data structures, nodes are ran-
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Algorithm 4: A depth-first search range query algorithm
Function : RangeQuery(rqs)

Input : rqs – an array of query rectagles
Output: resultSet – an array of tuples matched by the query rectangles

resultSet← RangeQuery(RootNodeIndex,rqs);1

return resultSet;2

Function : RangeQuery(nodeIndex, rqs)
Input : nodeIndex – the index of a node to be scan, rqs – an array of query

rectagles
Output: resultSet – an array of tuples matched by the query rectangles

N← ReadNode(nodeIndex);1

if ¬N.IsLeaf() then2

itemOrder← 0;3

while itemOrder ≤ N.ItemCount do4

nrqs← N.ScanNode(out itemOrder, rqs);5

if itemOrder ≤ N.ItemCount then6

RangeQuery(N.GetChildIndex (itemOrder), nrqs);7

else8

N.ScanLeafNode(rqs, resultSet);9

return resultSet;10

Algorithm 5: The IsIntersected function
Input : qr – the range query rectangle, mbr – the minimal bounding rectangle
Output: true if qr intersects mbr, otherwise false

for i← 1 to d do1

if qr.QH[i] < mbr.QL[i] then2

return false;3

if qr.QL[i] > mbr.QH[i] then4

return false;5

end6

return true;7
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domly accessed in the main memory or secondary storage since their order dete-
riorate as we split the nodes during the insert operation. In the case of multiple
range queries depicted in the previous section, this issue is much more stronger,
since more nodes are accessed in general. For example, in Figure 8.2, we see rel-
evant items (the items of accessed nodes are grey highlighted) when a sequence
of three range queries is processed by the query-by-query way. The sequence is
evaluated with 9 random accesses, which is not optimal since all range queries
share 2 inner nodes and queries Q1 and Q3 share one leaf node. It means, some
nodes are repeatedly accessed by random reads; it can be a problem especially
when nodes are read from the secondary storage.

Algorithm 6: The IsInRectangle function
Input : qr – the range query rectangle, t – the tuple
Output: true if t is in qr, otherwise false

for i← 1 to d do1

if qr.QH[i] < t[i] then2

return false;3

if qr.QL[i] > t[i] then4

return false;5

end6

return true;7

R1 R2

R3 R4 R5

T2 T4 T10 T9 T7T8 T5 T11

1

2 3

R1 R2

R3 R4

1

2 3

R1 R2

R3 R4

1

2 3

Q1 Q2

Q3

R6 R5 R6

R5 R6

4 T65 T16 T37 T2 T4 T10 T9 T7T8 T5 T114 T65 T16 T37

T2 T4 T10 T9 T7T8 T5 T114 T65 T16 T37

Figure 8.2: A multiple range query requiring to process three range queries

In the case of parallel processing a multiple range query, the same issue re-
mains, only a probability of cache hit is higher since a node shared by more range
queries can be located in the main memory. Therefore, in the next section, we
introduce algorithms processing a sequence of range queries and the Cartesian
range query in a more optimized way.
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8.4 Multiple Range Query Algorithms

8.4.1 Range Query Batch Algorithm

A goal of the range query batch is to process a sequence of range queries with
one scan of the R-tree (it means each node is read at most once). A common range
query algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 4. The RangeQuery function shown in
Algorithm 4 invokes functions ScanNode and ScanLeafNode scanning the current
inner and leaf nodes, respectively. These functions for the range query batch are
introduced in Algorithms 7 and 8.

Algorithm 7: The ScanNode Batch function
Input : out itemOrder – the order of the first item of the node to be scanned,

rqs – an array of query rectangles
Output: nrqs – an array of all query rectangles relevant for the first relevant

subtree found

nrqs.Init();1

isIntersected← false;2

for i← itemOrder + 1 to ItemCount do3

for j ← 1 to rqs.Count() do4

if IsIntersected (GetItem (i), rqs[j]) then5

nrqs.Add (rqs[j]);6

isIntersected← true;7

if isIntersected then8

itemOrder← i;9

break;10

return nrqs;11

The RangeQuery function scans the tree from the root node to leaf nodes. Each
node of a path is scanned from the first to the last item. A parameter of the
function ScanNode (see Algorithm 7) is a sequence of range queries relevant to
a subtree where the current node is its root node. For the root node of the tree,
this sequence is equal to the complete sequence of range queries, for other nodes,
the number of range queries in the sequence is reduced.

The order of the current item in the current node of the current path is stored
in the variable itemOrder. Since in Line 3 of Algorithm 7, we increment this vari-
able, we know that each node of the tree is read and scanned only once per the
range query batch. In Lines 4–7, we compute which query rectangles intersect
the current item (MBR in this case). If a query rectangle intersects the MBR, it is
added to the sequence of query rectangles created for the subtree pointed by the
current item (Line 6). The ScanNode function then returns this new sequence. In
this way, we test only query rectangles relevant to each subtree.

In Line 3 of the method ScanLeafNode (Algorithm 8), we test if any of the query
rectangles in the sequence intersects an item (a tuple or an MBR) of the leaf node.
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Evidently, the sequence of query rectangles is a subset of the complete sequence
of range queries. If an item is matched by a query rectangle, it is added into the
result set (Line 4). In this point, we can store orders of query rectangles containing
the item to prevent the storage of duplicate items when the item is matched by
more query rectangles.

Algorithm 8: The ScanLeafNode Batch method
Input : rqs – an array of query rectangles, resultSet – an array of tuples

matched by the query rectangles

for i← 1 to ItemCount do1

for j ← 1 to rqs.Count() do2

if IsInRectangle (GetItem (i), rqs[j]) then3

resultSet.Add (GetItem (i));4

break;5

As a result, we minimize the number of nodes read: one node is accessed
mostly once during processing of a sequence of the range queries. The IO cost is
therefore bounded by the number of nodes in the tree.

8.4.2 Cartesian Range Query Algorithm

A goal of the Cartesian range query is to process a sequence of range queries with
one scan of the R-tree as well as to minimize the number of compare operations
(i.e. to minimize the IO cost as well as the CPU cost). In this case, a common
range query algorithm in Algorithm 4 is also utilized; however, parameters of
both scanning methods are different. Whereas in the previous case, the multiple
range query is defined with a sequence of query rectangles, in this case, the query
is defined with a set of query intervals in each dimension. Both scanning func-
tions, ScanNode and ScanLeafNode, for the Cartesian range query are introduced in
Algorithms 9 and 10. We represent the query as a 2-dimensional array of intervals
for all dimensions in these algorithms.

Similar to the previous multiple range query, we reduce the Cartesian range
query for each subtree. The order of the current item of a node in the current
path is stored in the variable itemOrder. Since in Line 2 of the Algorithm 9 we
increment this variable, each node of the tree is read and scanned only once per
the multiple range query. The loop in Lines 2–15 searches the first item of a node
to be matched by at least one interval in each dimension of the Cartesian range
query.

The loop in Lines 4–13 scans all dimensions of the query. In the loop in Lines
8–11, we find all query intervals (the variable k) intersecting the current MBR in-
terval (the variable j) of the current MBR (the variable i). In Line 11, the query
interval is added into a new array of query intervals created for the next node –
a child pointed by the current item. If any query interval of the current dimen-
sion does not intersect the MBR, the loop is broken in Line 13 and the next item
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Algorithm 9: The ScanNode Cartesian function
Input : out itemOrder – the order of the first item of the node to be scanned,

aqis – a 2-dimensional array of query intervals
Output: anqis – a 2-dimensional array of all query intervals relevant for the first

relevant subtree found

anqis.Init();1

for i← itemOrder + 1 to ItemCount do2

mbr← GetItem (i);3

for j ← 1 to d do4

qis← aqis[j];5

nqis← anqis[j];6

isIntersected← false;7

for k ← 1 to qis.Count() do8

if IsIntersected (mbr.GetInterval (j), qis[k]) then9

isIntersected← true;10

nqis.Add (qis[k]);11

if ¬isIntersected then12

break;13

if isIntersected then14

break;15

is scanned. In this way, we test only query intervals relevant to each subtree:
repeated compare operations are eliminated.

In Lines 1–13 of the method ScanLeafNode for the Cartesian range query (see
Algorithm 10), we scan all items (tuples or MBRs) of a leaf node. In two nested
loops, we test all query intervals in one dimension (Lines 6–9) for all dimensions
(Lines 3–11). If the value of the current dimension (the variable j) in the cur-
rent tuple (the variable i) is in the current query interval (the variable k), see
Line 7, we continue with query intervals of the next dimension (Lines 8–9). If the
item is matched by a query interval in each dimension, it is added into the result
(Line 13). If it is necessary to distinguish result items for different queries of the
multiple query, we can store orders of the queries in this point.

As a result, we minimize the number of nodes read: one node is accessed
mostly once, and the number of compare operations: one query interval is com-
pared with one item value mostly once during query processing.

8.5 Cost Model

Let NI and NL be the number of inner and leaf nodes in a tree, respectively.
Let N(RQ) be the number of nodes read when the range query RQ is processed.
Since each node is scanned mostly once during range query processing, we ob-
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Algorithm 10: The ScanLeafNode Cartesian method
Input : aqis – a 2-dimensional array of query intervals, resultSet – an array of

tuples matched by the Cartesian range query

for i← 1 to ItemCount do1

t← GetItem(i);2

for j ← 1 to d do3

qis← aqis[j];4

isIntersected← false;5

for k← 1 to qis.Count() do6

if IsInInterval (t[j], qis[k]) then7

isIntersected← true;8

break;9

if ¬isIntersected then10

break;11

if isIntersected then12

resultSet.Add(t);13

tain the IO cost: N(RQ) ≤ NI + NL. Let us consider a sequence of range queries
RQ1, RQ2, . . . , RQm. If the sequence is processed query-by-query, the IO cost is
not bounded with NI + NL since various query rectangles can access the same
nodes. In the case of our range query batch algorithm, the IO cost of the sequence
is bounded, i.e. N(RQ1, RQ2, . . . RQm) ≤ NI + NL, since each node of the tree
is accessed mostly once. The IO cost of the Cartesian range query algorithm is
bounded by NI + NL as well. Since more nodes are accessed during multiple
range query processing, it can utilize a method trying to use sequential reading
instead of random reading, e.g. the buffered prefetch [6]. It is especially efficient
in the case of physical accesses.

Table 8.1: The number of compare operations in one node (I means the inner
node, L means the leaf node) for three range query processing methods

Method Node The Best The Worst The Average
Case Case Case

Range query I/L C 2× C × d C × 2×d+1
2

Sequence of m
range queries

I/L C ×m 2× C × d×m C ×m× 2×d+1
2

Cartesian I
C ×m1

2× C ×M
C × 2×M+m1

2range L v1
query L v2 2× C × d 2× C × (M + d)
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To analyse the number of compare operations, we must show the number of
compare operations processed in one node. Let C be the number of items in the
node. Let mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, be the number of query intervals of the i-th dimension
in a Cartesian range query, M = m1 + . . . + md. If the Cartesian range query is
transformed to the sequence of range queries, we obtain m = m1× . . .×md query
rectangles.

Let us follow the number of compare operations of the functions IsIntersected
and IsInRectangle (Algorithms 5 and 6) utilized by the scan functions of the range
query batch algorithm (Algorithms 7 and 8): 1 operation in the best case and
2 × d operations in the worst case. The functions IsIntersected (Line 9 of Algo-
rithm 9) and IsInInterval (Line 7 of Algorithm 10) utilized by the scan functions of
the Cartesian range query algorithm are similar; however, they work with MBR
intervals or tuple values in one dimension instead of a complete MBR or tuple.
Since they process values in one dimension, the number of compare operations is
1 in the best case and 2 in the worst case.

Analysing the scan functions for the range query batch (Algorithms 7 and 8)
and the Cartesian range query (Algorithms 9 and 10), we obtain the best, the
worst, and the average number of operations shown in Table 8.1. We must con-
sider two cases for leaf nodes in the Cartesian range query algorithm. In the first
case (denoted as L v1), no query interval matches the current tuple in the first
dimension: m1 operations are processed. The scan function for the inner node
shares the same number of operations. In the second case (denoted as L v2), the
first interval in each dimension matches the current tuple: 2 × d operations are
processed.

Since we know that the number of nodes read is the same for the range query
batch as well as the Cartesian range query, we see that the Cartesian range query
processes d · m

M
× lower number of operations than the equivalent range query

batch in the worst case (evidently, in the case of more query intervals in some
dimensions: m≫M ).

Presented algorithms do not distinguish results for individual queries of
a multiple range query. If we need to distinguish the results, lines with the
break statement in ScanLeafNode Batch (Line 5 of Algorithm 8) and ScanLeafNode-
Cartesian (Line 9 of Algorithm 10) must be omit. As a result, the number of oper-

ations in the best case is higher for the range query batch as well as the Cartesian
range query.

The space complexity of both new algorithms is as follows. We need to store
a query for each node of the current path. Let S be the size of the query definition
and h be the height of a tree. The space overhead is bounded by (h + 1) × S,
i.e. the space complexity is in O(h). Let us note that in our implementation we
store orders of individual queries instead of queries for each subtree. Moreover,
we allocate exactly (h + 1) × S bytes for one multiple range query to prevent
a dynamic allocation during query processing.
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Chapter 9

Narrow Range Query Processing

9.1 Introduction

There are various types of range queries, one of them, the narrow range query
contains at least one attribute restricted by a point or a short interval of val-
ues [136]. For example, a narrow range query (2014,*,1 000) : (2014,*,2 000) is de-
fined to retrieve records of notebooks of the model 2014, the weight between
1 000 and 2 000 grams regardless to the producer over the relational table Prod-
uct(model, producer, weight). An example of narrow range queries in spaces of the
dimensionality d = 2 and d = 3 is presented in Figure 9.1.

narrow range queries

Figure 9.1: An example of narrow range queries in spaces of the dimensionality
d = 2 and d = 3, respectively [136].

In [136], authors show that especially the number of irrelevant regions is
rather high when a narrow range query is processed; the signatures methods [160]
are applied for efficient processing of the narrow range query over a point data
index. Due to the fact that the R-tree is a well-known data structure used in many
DBMSs, the signature extension is applied on the R-tree and it is called the Signa-
ture R-tree. In this thesis, we identify some negative properties of the Signature
R-tree, especially appear when various data distributions are considered. Our
new data structure, called the ESR-tree, introduces some improvements of the
Signature R-tree and, in this way, it enables us to process the narrow range query
more efficiently than the R-tree as well as the Signature R-tree. Moreover, we
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show that this access method is more robust to the curse of dimensionality. Basic
ideas of this technique have been depicted in [2] and the final article has been
submitted in a journal [5].

9.2 Narrow Range Query Processing

As we show in Chapter 2.2, the range query is the most general query, other
queries like point, narrow or partial match queries are special types of the query.
In many cases, real-world queries are represented as narrow range queries. For
example, let us consider the following SQL query Q11:

SELECT * FROM Product
WHERE

producer = ’DELL’
AND model = 2015
AND price between 800 and 1,500;

It means, we want to find all products of the producer DELL of the model
2015 with the price between 800 and 1,500 euros.

In Chapter 4, we describe various techniques for range query processing in
current DBMSs. We can expect the following types of indices and operations in
a physical query evaluation plan related to processing of the narrow range query:

1. A sequence scan in a heap table.

2. A sequence scan in a bitmap index. In this case, a string of bits is created for
each attribute; the string length is equal to the size of the attribute domain:
each domain value is related to one bit of the string.

3. The range query (or range scan) in the B-tree (or its variant). When the
query corresponds to the ordering of the B-tree, the number of leaf nodes
read is as low as possible. However, in many cases all leaf nodes must be
scanned using random accesses. An SQL processor therefore often selects
the sequential scan in a heap table in a query execution plan.

4. The range query in a multidimensional data structure. Multidimensional
data structures enable to process a general multidimensional range query
without necessity to scan all nodes of the index in many cases. We discuss
this type of query processing in Section 9.4.

1We ignore that in a real case, strings of individual attributes would be probably stored in
codebooks and the Product table would include ids of the strings.
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9.3 Signature Methods

The signature file methods have been widely advocated as the efficient access
methods to deal with many applications demanding a large volume of textual
databases, such as libraries, office information, and medical information sys-
tems [57, 58]. Therefore, the signature file approach has become a well-known
concept for implementing associative retrieval [262, 123, 52] on data files. Re-
cently, the use of signature files was extended to support multimedia data, such
as images, voice, and video [37]. Several dynamic signature files have been pro-
posed, for example the S-tree or Quick filter [266].

The signature file [160] is an abstraction which acts as a filtering mechanism to
reduce the number of page accesses and the query processing time over a collec-
tion of records. The signature files typically use the superimposing technique in
order to create a record signature [74]. When we assume that a record consists
of m items, each item is converted into a bit-string, called the signature, using
a hash function. The record signature is formed by superimposing (inclusive OR-
ing) the m item signatures. A query signature is created in the same way as the
record signature. The number of 1-bits in a signature S is called Weight W (S).
If the query signature SQ includes 1-bits at the same positions as the record sig-
nature S, the record is considered as a potential match. In other words, S AND
SQ = SQ for a potential match.

Let F : D → S be a hash function. Let us take a domain D = {0, 1, . . . , |D|−1}
and a signature S with the bit-length L(S). The hash function F can be a gen-
erator of pseudo-random numbers (e.g. a generator with the normal distribu-
tion): we can consider the following hash function: h1(x) = x mod m where m is
a prime number [128]. If L(S) = |D| then the mapping guarantees the optimal
filtering of irrelevant records. Such a length of the signature is not possible in real
cases (e.g. |D| = 232 − 1 for the 32 bit-length integer domain). If L(S) < |D| the
record signature can match a query signature although the record itself does not
satisfy the query – this is called the hash function false hit.

Signature methods consider the 50% weight of a record signature as opti-
mal [68], therefore we must consider another hash function to generate more 1-
bits in a record signature to reach the weight, for example the following hash
function: h(x, i) = (h1(x) + (i − 1) × h2(x)) mod m for the i-th trial, where
h2(x) = 1 + (x mod m′), m′ = m− 1 [94].

9.4 Processing of Narrow Range Queries

9.4.1 Introduction

Let NL be a number of leaf regions, NI be a number of intersected regions, i.e. the
leaf regions of a tree intersecting a query rectangle during range query process-
ing, and NR be a number of relevant regions, i.e. the leaf regions containing at least
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one tuple of the query rectangle, NR ≤ NI ≤ NL. The relevance ratio of a range
query is computed as C = NR

NI
. Under optimal circumstances, C = 1, i.e. only

relevant leaf nodes are accessed during range query processing. When the space
dimension increases, NI → NL, NI ≫ NR and NR → the query result size, i.e.
the number of intersected regions can be as high as the number of all leaf nodes,
many irrelevant leaf nodes are accessed, and relevant nodes often include at most
one tuple of the query rectangle. As a result, the relevance ratio C ≪ 1.

A similar issue can be seen in the case of the narrow range query; NI can be
high although the result size as well as NR is low: as a result, C ≪ 1. In the
following example, we show how indexing of a dead space in regions leads to
inefficient processing of the narrow range query.

Example 12. Let us consider a 2-dimensional space containing tuples (4,1), (4,4),
and (7,6) (see Figure 9.2). These tuples define MBR (4,1) : (7,6) and they are stored
in a single leaf node. A range query is defined by the query rectangle (1,3) : (5,3),
i.e. it is defined by one interval [1,5] in the first dimension and one point [3,3] in
the second dimension. The MBR of the leaf node is intersected by the query rect-
angle and the leaf node is scanned: the leaf node is considered to be relevant to
the query although it does not contain any tuples satisfying the query rectangle.
We call this issue the MBR false hit.

    MBR
(4,1):(7,6)

query rectangle
     (1,3):(5,3)

T2

T1

T3

Figure 9.2: An example of the MBR false hit in the case of a narrow range query

When this issue appears many times during query processing, C → 0. Conse-
quently, a lot of irrelevant regions must be scanned, therefore a lot of unnecessary
node accesses have to be performed. An analysis of the range query performance
has been presented in several articles [46, 42, 237, 22, 182], but it seems that these
cost models are not applicable on narrow range queries since they are based on
volumes of MBRs as well as query rectangles.

Let us note that the number of inner nodes ≪ the number of leaf nodes in
a tree. Therefore, the relevance ratio, considering only leaf nodes, approximates
the efficiency of a range query algorithm rather precisely.
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9.4.2 Signature R-tree

The Signature R-tree [136] is a variant of the R-tree including multidimensional
signatures for a more efficient filtration of irrelevant nodes. The multidimen-
sional signature contains a signature of tuples in the related subtree for each di-
mension. An example of the Signature R-tree is presented in Figure 9.3.

R3/S3

T2 T4 T10 T6 T9 T1 T7 T3T8 T5 T11

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

T2

T4

T8

T10

T6

T9

T1

T5

T7

T3

T11

S3 = S(T2) OR S(T4) OR S(T8)

S4 = S(T6)

OR S(T10)

S5 = S(T1) OR S(T5)

         OR S(T9)

S6 = S(T3)

OR S(T7)

OR S(T11)
S1 = S3 OR S4

S2 = S5 OR S6

R4/S4 R5/S5 R6/S6

R1/S1 R2/S2

Figure 9.3: An example the Signature R-tree

The multidimensional signatures are assigned to the MBR of each node and
inner nodes include MBRs together with their signatures. We must note that in
the R-tree, the MBR of a node is stored in its parent node. Signatures are applied
on all inner nodes of the tree with the same bit-length regardless of the tree level.
The signatures are created as it follows: each attribute value of each tuple in a leaf
node is described by the signature; one tuple is described by a d-dimensional
signature. The leaf node signature is formed by superimposing of tuple signa-
tures created for tuples stored in the leaf node. The signature of an inner node
is formed by superimposing the signatures of its child nodes. A query signature
is created in the same way as the node signatures; if a query signature matches
a node signature, the node is considered as relevant.

Example 13. Let us consider the R-tree indexing a 2-dimensional space (see Fig-
ure 5.5), where the node size is 8,192 B. Each tuple is represented by two integer
values, therefore, the tuple size is 8 B. Each region is described by an MBR con-
taining two tuples; it means we need 16 B for each item of the inner node (i.e. the
MBR in the R-tree). Consequently, the capacity of the inner node is 512 items.
Let us consider the signatures of the bit-length 128 and create the Signature R-
tree with the same parameters as the R-tree index in Figure 9.3. Each tuple is
described by 2 signatures, one signature for each dimension; as a result, the sig-
nature size is 32 B (2 × 128 b) and the overall item size is 48 B. Consequently, the
capacity of the inner node is only 170 items (compared to 512 items of the R-tree).
The signatures of MBRs are created by superimposing the signatures of the tu-
ples, for example the signatures of the MBR R3 is created by superimposing of
signatures for tuples T2, T4, and T8.
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Evidently, this design has some weak points. First, the number of tuples in
MBRs exponentially increases with the level of the tree; therefore, the bit-lengths
of the signatures should exponentially increase in order to provide an efficient
filtration of irrelevant nodes. Second, it is often not possible to insert such signa-
tures in nodes of the Signature R-tree, since it leads to the low capacity of inner
nodes and finally to a degeneration of the tree. Let us consider Example 13; in the
case of a signature with the bit-length 2× 2,048, the node capacity is only 15 items
compared to 512 items of the R-tree. Moreover, the signatures can not fit into one
node in many cases. Third, this work also does not consider signatures for var-
ious data distributions and, therefore, it is not clear how to create signatures for
various data distributions. In the following sections, we present an extension of
the Signature R-tree covering the above mentioned issues.

9.5 Signature Bit-Length

Signature methods consider the 50% weight of a tuple signature as optimal [68],
but it is not applicable when the signatures are integrated into a multidimensional
tree. The signature data structures like the S-tree [68] cluster similar signatures;
however, the Signature R-tree clusters similar tuples using MBR. As a result, sig-
natures of tuples in one MBR are generally very different and we can get a sig-
nature of the MBR including only 1-bits when a tuple signature includes more
1-bits. Consequently, we must minimize the number of 1-bits in a tuple signature
as much as possible. Although it seems that it is a good idea to set the number of
1-bits to 1, we show that it is not true.

Let k be the number of 1-bits in a tuple signature S and L(S) be the bit-length
of the signature S. The number of various values in a signature is computed as it
follows:

V (k, L(S)) =
L(S)!

(L(S)− k)!

For example, let us consider k = 1 and the signature bit-length L(S) = 32,
we get V (k, L(S)) = 32!

31!
= 32 various values in such a signature. Similarly, let us

consider k = 3 and L(S) = 32, we get V (k, L(S)) = 32!
29!

= 32 × 31 × 30 = 29, 760
various values in such a signature and so on. It means, when we set the number
of 1-bits in a signature to 3 instead of 1, the number of various values is 930×
higher. Since the higher number of various values means the lower probability of
the hash function false hit, we has to maximize the value of k. However, in this
case we must follow three criteria for signature bit-lengths:

1. We must maximize the number of 1-bits in a tuple signature (the k value).

2. We must keep the weight of an MBR signature to 50%.

3. We must keep the bit-length of a signature as short as possible to minimize
the space overhead.
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The quality of the signature is measured by the number of the hash function
conflicts; it is a ratio of the signature weight to the multiplication of k and the
number of unique values described by the signature. Let us remember that for
k ≥ 1 is necessary to use more hash functions (see Section 9.3).

9.6 Multidimensional Signatures

In this section, we describe some variants of signatures to support range query
processing. In Section 9.6.1, we propose the Dimension Independent Signature;
this signature type has been introduced in the previous work [136]. In this work,
authors have not described any methodology how to set a proper bit-length of
the signatures. In Section 9.6.2, we introduce such a methodology. In this section,
we also show that this signature is not appropriate for any data. Therefore in
Section 9.6.3, we introduce another signature type, the Dimension Dependent
Signature, and we show when it is possible to apply the signature type.

9.6.1 Dimension Independent Signature

In the case of tuples in a multidimensional space, we define the Dimension
Independent signature (further only the DI signature) [136].

Definition 2 (Dimension Independent Signature). Let Ω = D1 ×D2 × . . . ×Dd

be a d-dimensional discrete vector space, where Dj is an integer domain. Let
us take a set of m tuples T 1, T 2, . . . , Tm, where T i = (t1, t2, . . . , td), T i ∈ Ω,
T i

j = tj ∈ Dj , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Let F be a hash function building a sig-
nature sj to a tuple value of Dj : {0, 1}|Dj | → {0, 1}L(sj), where L(sj) is the bit-
length of sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Then the dimension independent signature is de-
fined S(T 1, T 2, . . . , Tm) = (s1, s2, . . . , sd), where sj = (F (T 1

j) OR . . .OR F (Tm
j),

1 ≤ j ≤ d.

Each tuple of a multidimensional space is described by the DI signature –
a tuple signature. Consequently, a region signature is then created by superimpos-
ing the m signatures of all tuples in the region (an MBR). We detect the absence of
relevant tuples (tuples matched by a query rectangle) by a comparison of 1-bits
in a query signature with the region signature during range query processing.
A range query is processed using the DI signature as it follows:

Let us take a range query defined by two points of a d-dimensional space
QL = (ql1, . . . , qld) and QH = (qh1, . . . , qhd). The signature of the query rectangle
Sqr = (sqr1 , . . . , sqrd) is created for each narrow dimension. Let us take the DI
signature S = (s1, . . . , sd) of the region containing tuples T 1, T 2, . . . , Tm. A region
is considered as relevant iff sqrj AND sj = sqrj for each narrow dimension.

Example 14. Let us take the tuples (4, 1), (4, 4), and (7, 6) presented in Exam-
ple 12. These tuples define a region bounded by tuples (4, 1) and (7, 6). Let
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us consider signatures of the bit-length 4 and the hash function F (x) = x mod
bit-length (evidently, the bit-length is not a prime number). In this case, the DI
signature includes two signatures (i.e. one for each dimension), where the first
signature contains 1-bits for the values 4 and 7 (i.e. the signature is 1001) and the
second signature contains 1-bits for the values 1, 4, and 6 (i.e. the signature is
1110). Let us process the range query (1, 3) : (5, 3) leading to the MBR false hit. In
the case of the DI signature, the signature for each point attribute of the query is
created (the signature is created only for the second dimension in this case): the
signature includes only one 1-bit for the value 3 (i.e. the query signature is 0001).
Since 1110 AND 0001 ̸= 0001, the region (all tuples) is not relevant to the query
(see Figure 9.4).

tuple signature  (0100)

query signature (0001)

T2

T1

T3

tuple signature  (1000)

tuple signature  (0010)

  tuple signatures
(1000)          (0001)

Figure 9.4: An example of a filtration by a DI signature

9.6.2 The Bit-Length of DI Signatures

To reach the optimal filtration capability, we must set the bit-length of a signature
in each dimension to the domain cardinality, it means: L(sj) = |Dj|, 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
Consequently, we obtain the zero probability of the false hit (in other words, the
range query accesses only relevant regions without any hash function false hit);
however, the space overhead of the signatures is rather high (see Section 10.4).
We call this variant the DI signature bit-length 1.

In general, it is not possible to use so long signatures, we propose a method-
ology how to get shorter signatures however filtration properties are preserved.
Before the methodology is depicted, let us introduce some preliminaries. Let L−1

be an inverted level of a tree: L−1
1 means the leaf level, L−1

2 means the level h− 1,
and so on. Consequently, we use the inverted labeling of signatures: S1 means
the leaf node signature, S2 the inner node signature at the level h− 1, and so on.

Since it is not possible to have L(sj) = |Dj|, in the following text we propose
to set the bit-length of the DI signature to the average number of values of a sub-
tree in each dimension for a tree level. When data are uniformly distributed, we
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can consider the number is the same as the number of tuples in the subtree. As
a result, we get longer signatures for non-uniformly distributed data. We must
keep in mind that these bit-lengths do not prevent the hash function false hit,
since the values in a query cover the complete domain of the attributes and the
hash function conflicts appear during query signatures are created.

The computation of the bit-length is as it follows. Let S1 be a DI signature S1

= (s1, . . . , sd) of a region containing tuples T 1, T 2, . . . , Tm. The weight of the leaf
node signature is then: W (S1) = LNC × NU , where LNC is the capacity of a leaf
page and NU is the average node utilization (the average node utilization of the
R-tree is 50%). For inner-node signatures Si, i > 1, the weight of the signature is
computed as it follows: W (Si) = W (Si−1)×NC ×NU , 1 ≤ i ≤ h, where NC is the
capacity of an inner node. Since it is necessary to have W (S) ≈ 50% at all levels,
the bit-length of Si is defined: L(Si) = 2×W (Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ h.

It means, W (S1) is equal to the average number of tuples in leaf nodes, W (Si),
i > 1, is equal to the number of all tuples in the subtree rooted by the associated
inner node. We call this variant the DI signature bit-length 2.

Example 15. Let us have the R-tree of the height 3 with the leaf node capacity 100
items and the inner node capacity 50 items. The bit-length of signatures for three
lowest levels are as follows:

• L(S1) = 2 × 100 × 0.5 = 100

• L(S2) = 2 × 50 × 50 × 0.5 = 2,500

• L(S3) = 2 × 1,250 × 50 × 0.5 = 62,500

In this case, we expect the number of tuple values in each dimension the same
as the number of tuples in a subtree. In other words, the tuples of the subtree
do not share any value in individual dimensions. Consequently, it is the worst
case scenario and in many cases tuples share some values; we can use shorter
signatures although the filtration capability remains the same. To get the more
appropriate bit-length of signatures, we can use data histograms [191, 235]: we
can collect the average number of distinct values in a subtree for each attribute
and tree level. Let Qi be the average number of distinct values in a subtree for
each attribute at the tree level i. Since it is necessary to have W (Si) ≈ 50% at all
levels, the bit-length of Si is defined: L(Si) = 2 × Qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ h. We call this
variant the DI signature bit-length 3.

Example 16. Let us consider the R-tree indexing the real 3-dimensional data col-
lection USA ROADS, that is a standard Tiger/Line data set2 used for testing spa-
tial DBMSs. Each tuple is represented by three integer values; therefore, the tuple
size is 12 B. Each region is described by an MBR containing two tuples; it means
the MBR size is 24 B. The node size of the R-tree is 8,192 B; the capacity of the
leaf nodes is 682 items and the capacity of the inner nodes is 341 items. Using

2http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/∼challenge9
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the DI signature bit-length 2 we get the following signature bit-lengths for each
dimension:

• L(S1) = 2 × 682 × 0.5 = 682

• L(S2) = 2 × 341 × 341 × 0.5 = 116,281

• L(S3) = 2 × 116,281 × 341 × 0.5 = 19,825,910

In Table 9.1, we compare the bit-lengths computed using the DI signature bit-
length 2 and the DI signature bit-length 3. As a result, we get 1.7× shorter signa-
tures for S1 and 68.6× shorter signatures for S3, when DI signature bit-length 3 is
utilized; it represents a significant improvement of the space overhead.

Table 9.1: A comparison of signature bit-lengths computed using the DI signature
bit-length 2 and DI signature bit-length 3 for USA ROADS

Tree Level

Dimension L−1
1 L−1

2 L−1
3

#Distinct values

1 212 9,088 176,800

2 212 9,088 176,800

3 180 6,868 80,116

Signature bit-length
(DI signature
bit-length 3)

1 424 18,176 353,600

2 424 18,176 353,600

3 360 13,176 160,232

Sum 1,208 50,088 867,432
Signature bit-length

(DI signature
bit-length 2)

1-3 682 116,281 19,825,910

Sum 2,046 388,843 59,477,730

Ratio 1.7 7.8 68.6

Example 17. Let us have a region including tuples (2, 2) and (4, 4). Let us de-
scribe the region by a DI signature of the bit-length 4 bits and the hash function
F (x) = x mod bit-length. The DI signature then includes two signatures (i.e. one
for each dimension), where the both signatures contain 1-bits for the values 2 and
4 (i.e. the signatures are 0101). Let us process the point query (2,4). The signature
for each point attribute of the query is created as it follows: the signature includes
1-bits for the values 2 and 4 (i.e. the query signature is 0101). Since 0101 AND 0101
= 0101, the region is considered relevant to the query.
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We call this issue the dimension independency false hit. Evidently, we need a
relationship between signatures created to individual dimensions. Let us note
that the probability of such a false hit is higher especially for data with small
attribute domains. For this purpose we define the dimension dependent signature
in the following section.

9.6.3 Dimension Dependent Signature

The Dimension Dependent signature (further only the DD signature) describes tu-
ples, where the dependency of tuple values for individual dimensions is pre-
served. Since we combine two or more tuple values, we must create the signature
for each requested combination of narrow attributes in a query. Each combina-
tion is defined by a query mask, i.e. a bit-string, where 1-bit represents a narrow
attribute and 0-bit represents a general interval attribute.

Definition 3 (Dimension Dependent Signature for a range query RQ). Let
Ω = D1 × D2 × . . . × Dd be a d-dimensional discrete vector space, where Dj is
an integer domain, max(Dj) = |Dj| − 1, and RQ is a range query. Let us take
a set of m tuples T 1, T 2, . . . , Tm, where T i = (t1, t2, . . . , td), T i ∈ Ω, T i

j = tj ∈ Dj ,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Let M be the query mask of RQ: {0, 1}n, where Mj = 1 for
a narrow attribute, otherwise Mj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let F be a hash function creat-

ing a signature S to a tuple: {0, 1}
d

j=1
|Dj |j
→ {0, 1}L(S), where L(S) is the signature

bit-length. Then the dimension dependent signature S(T 1, T 2, . . . , Tm) = F (V 1)

OR . . .OR F (V m), where V i =
d

j=1

T i
j × |Dj|j ×Mj .

Example 18. Let us take a region including tuples (2,2) and (4,4) in Example 17,
Ω = 50 × 50. Let us process the point query (2,4). In the case of the DI signature,
the region is considered as relevant since the signature of the region includes
1-bits for values 2 and 4 in both dimensions. In the case of the DD signature,
a signature is created for a range query defined by the mask (1,1). Let us consider
signatures of the bit-length 8 and a hash function F (x) = x mod bit-length. The
DD signature then includes 1-bits for values 102 (2× 500 + 2× 501 = 102) and 204
(4 × 500 + 4 × 501 = 204), i.e. the node signature is 01010000. The query signature
is created in the same way and it includes one 1-bit for the value 202 (2 × 500 + 4
× 501 = 202), i.e. the query signature is 00000100. Since 01010000 AND 00000100 ̸=
00000100, the region (all tuples) is not relevant to the query.

The first issue of the DD signatures is that the V i value can be rather high;

the maximum value of V i =
d

j=1

max(Dj) × |Dj|j . Evidently, if V i ≫ L(S), the

probability of the hash function false hit is high. We can supress the V i value in
some cases, e.g. if max(Dj) > |Dj| we can create a mapping Dj → {0,1,..., |Dj|}
(for example, a mapping {1, 1000, 10000} → {0,1,2}). The second issue of the
DD signatures is their dependency on the queries being processed. Each DD
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signature is described by the query mask defining the query. Evidently, we must
generate a signature for each query and we must keep in mind that the signatures
for all queries are superimposed into one signature.

Example 19. Let us have a 4-dimensional space where |Dj| = 50, 0 ≤ j < d.
A user requests processing of the following range queries:

1. Point query, i.e. the range query with the mask (1, 1, 1, 1).

2. Two range queries with the masks (0, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 0, 0), e.g. (20–30, 10,
*, 7) and (21, 10, *, 5–15), respectively.

The DD signature then includes signatures for 3 range queries requested by the
user.

Such as in the case of the DI signature, the DD signature can be set to the

maximal bit-length: L(S) =
d

j=1

max(Dj) × |Dj|j . We call this variant the DD

signature bit-length 1. In the case of such a bit-length, no hash function conflicts
appear and we obtain the zero probability of the hash function false hits. The
bit-length is often long however we use it as a base line.

As an alternative, we propose the following computation of the bit-length.
Let LNC be the capacity of a leaf node, and NC be the capacity of an inner node.
Since DD signatures combine values in all dimensions, the bit-length of the S1 is
defined as: L(S1) = LNC × d. Consequently, the bit-length of the Si is defined as:
L(Si) = NC ×L(Si−1), 1 ≤ i ≤ h. We call this variant the DD signature bit-length 2.

9.7 ESR-tree – An Extension of Signature R-tree

9.7.1 Introduction

After various multidimensional signatures have been introduced, we can de-
scribe a data structure utilizing these signatures to process narrow range queries:
in this section, the ESR-tree is introduced. We utilize a simple API accessing the
signatures related to each MBR, i.e. to the child node of each MBR. In Section 9.8,
we present the signature index implementing this API. The API is as follows:

• Signature CreateSignature(node): it creates an empty signature for the node
and returns it.

• ModifySignature(node, tuple): the signature of the node is superimposed by
the signature of the tuple.

• bool IsMatched(node, querySignature): it computes whether the node is
matched by the query signature.
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9.7.2 Build

There are two ways how to build the signature index for the tuples of the R-tree:
signatures are generated during the insert of each tuple into the tree or signa-
tures are generated for all tuples of the R-tree (it is known as the bulkload oper-
ation [144]). In the ESR-tree, we must complete R-tree Insert and Bulkload algo-
rithms with the signature methods: CreateSignature (when a new node is created)
and ModifySignature (when a tuple is inserted into a tree node). In Algorithms 11
and 12, we see the extended versions of the Insert and Bulkload algorithms of the
R-tree.

In the Insert algorithm, we first determine a subtree in which the tuple has
to be inserted (see Line 4 of Algorithm 11). When a leaf node of the subtree is
reached, we check whether the leaf node is full (Line 19). If the node is not full, the
tuple is inserted and the node signature is modified (Lines 20–21). Otherwise, we
split the node (Line 23) and the signature for the new leaf node is built (Line 25).
The original signatures are cleared and the signatures are built again (Lines 16
and 24). Let us note that the split operation can also cause the overflow of the
parent node (Line 11). In that case, the signature for the new inner node is built
with a scan of the subtree (Line 17). In the worst case scenario, all nodes of the
tree have to be scanned as long as the new root node is created: the operation is in
O(m) instead of O(logm), where m is the number of tuples in the tree. However,
the most split operations are processed on the leaf nodes; it is necessary to scan
only two leaf nodes instead of the complete tree. We can also omit the scan of the
tree when the original signature of the node being split is replicated for both result
nodes. In this way, we preserve the O(logm) time complexity of the algorithm;
however, it leads to an imperfect signature of both nodes, i.e. the node signature
can contain 1-bits for tuples not included in the subtree anymore; it results to
additional false hits during range query processing.

The Bulkload operation of the signature index is presented in Algorithm 12.
It invokes the function CreateSignatureIndex recursively traversing the tree until
a leaf node is reached. The signatures are created in the bottom-up manner, i.e.
the signatures for all tuples in the leaf node are generated and node signatures
for all levels of the current path are modified (see Line 8 of Algorithm 12).

9.7.3 Delete Operation

The delete operation is also based on the delete algorithm of the R-tree. In the
operation, the node signatures for all levels of the current path with the deleted
tuple have to be modified, i.e. the subtree of each node of the current path is
scanned (we ignore methods like clipping of the R+-tree [216] where one tuple
can be inserted in more leaf nodes). Unfortunately, each delete operation leads to
the complete scan of the tree (we consider the signatures are created for all levels
of the tree), since it is necessary to reconstruct all signatures of the current path:
the operation is in O(m) instead of O(logm). We can again omit the complete scan
of the tree by keeping original signatures for all nodes in the path. In this way,
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Algorithm 11: An insert algorithm of the ESR-tree
Function : Insert(tuple)

Input : tuple – the tuple to be inserted in the tree

Insert(tuple, RootNodeIndex, null, null);1

Function : Insert(tuple, nodeIndex, node1, node2)
Input : tuple – the tuple to be inserted in the tree, nodeIndex – the index of the

node to be scan, node1, node2 – nodes created by a split operation
Output: true, if the split operation of the node is processed; otherwise false

ret← false;1

N← ReadNode(nodeIndex);2

if ¬N.IsLeaf() then3

itemOrder← N.FindMbr(tuple);4

split← Insert(tuple, N.GetChildIndex(itemOrder), out node1, out5

node2);
if ¬split then6

N.GetMBR(itemOrder).Modify(tuple);7

8 SigIndex.ModifySignature(N.Index, tuple);8

else9

N.GetMBR(itemOrder).Modify(node1.MBR);10

if ¬N.IsFull() then11

N.Insert(node2.Index, node2.MBR);12

13 SigIndex.ModifySignature(N.Index, tuple);13

else14

ret← N.Split(node2.Index, node2.MBR, out node1, out node2);15

// Signatures for both inner nodes have to be built
16 SigIndex.BuildSignature(node1, node1.Index);16

17 SigIndex.BuildSignature(node2, node2.Index);17

else18

if ¬N.IsFull() then19

N.Insert(tuple);20

21 SigIndex.ModifySignature(N.Index, tuple);21

else22

ret← N.Split(tuple, out node1, out node2);23

// Signatures for both leaf nodes have to be built
24 SigIndex.BuildSignature(node1, node1.Index);24

25 SigIndex.BuildSignature(node2, node2.Index);25

return ret;26
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Algorithm 12: A bulkload algorithm for the signature index of the ESR-tree

Function : CreateSignatureIndex()
CreateSignatureIndex(RootNodeIndex);1

Function : CreateSignatureIndex(nodeIndex)
Input : nodeIndex – the index of the node to be scan
Variables: nodeIndices – the indices of the tree nodes in the current path

N← ReadNode(nodeIndex);1

nodeIndices.Push(nodeIndex);2

if ¬N.IsLeaf() then3

for i← 1 to N.ItemCount do4

CreateSignatureIndex(N.GetChildIndex(i));5

else6

for i← 1 to treeHeight do7

SigIndex.BuildSignature(N, nodeIndices[i]);8

nodeIndices.Pop();9

we preserve the O(logm) time complexity of the algorithm; however, it leads to
imperfect signatures at all levels of the path, i.e. the node signatures also contain
1-bits for tuples not included in the subtree anymore; it results to additional false
hits during range query processing.

9.7.4 Range Query Processing

A general depth-first range query algorithm is shown in Algorithm 13 [97]. When
a narrow range query is processed, signatures of the query has to be generated
as an initial step (see Line 1 of Algorithm 13). Since the node signatures have dif-
ferent bit-lengths for different tree levels, the query signatures are generated for
each level and stored in the array querySigs. Consequently, the algorithm recur-
sively traverses the tree and searches the relevant subtrees. Starting the root node,
we find all subtrees relevant to the query rectangle using the ScanNode function
(Line 6).

In Algorithm 14, the function ScanNode is put forward; the relevance of a sub-
tree to the query rectangle is verified in two steps:

1. Intersection – it tests whether the MBR of a node and a query rectangle are
intersected (Line 2).

2. Signature Match – it tests whether the signature of the MBR is matched
with the query rectangle signature (Line 3).
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Algorithm 13: A depth-first range query algorithm of the ESR-tree

Function : RangeQuery(queryRect)
Input : queryRect – the query rectangle
Output: resultSet – an array of tuples matched by the query rectangle

1 querySigs← CreateQuerySignatures(queryRect);1

resultSet← RangeQuery(RootNodeIndex, 0, queryRect, querySigs);2

return resultSet;3

Function : RangeQuery(nodeIndex, level, queryRect, querySigs)
Input : nodeIndex – the index of the node to be scan, level – the current level

of the tree, queryRect – the query rectangle, querySigs – an array of
query signatures

Output: resultSet – an array of tuples matched by the query rectangle

N← ReadNode(nodeIndex);1

invLevel← treeHeight – level;2

if ¬N.IsLeaf() then3

itemOrder← 0;4

while itemOrder ≤ N.ItemCount do5

itemOrder← N.ScanNode(itemOrder, queryRect,6

querySigs[invLevel]);
if itemOrder ≤ N.ItemCount then7

RangeQuery(N.GetChildIndex(itemOrder), level +1,8

queryRect, querySigs);

else9

N.ScanLeafNode(queryRect, resultSet)10

return resultSet;11

Algorithm 14: The ScanNode function
Input : itemOrder – the order of the first item of the node to be scanned,

queryRect – the query rectangle, querySig – the query signature
Output: the order of the first relevant item of the node or ItemCount when no

relevant item found

for i← itemOrder + 1 to ItemCount do1

if IsIntersected(GetItem(i), queryRect) then2

3 if SigIndex.IsMatched(GetChildIndex(itemOrder), querySig)3

then
return i;4

return ItemCount;5
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9.8 Signature Index

9.8.1 Introduction

A fundamental issue of the ESR-tree is how to map a signature to an MBR. A gen-
eral architecture of the ESR-tree is presented in Figure 9.5. The signature array is
a common paged array (or a heap table [21, 225]) containing data blocks with sig-
natures. In Section 9.5, we show that the byte size of a signature (up to 128 kB)
can be bigger than the block size (often 8 kB). It means, such a signature can cover
a high number of data blocks.
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R R

R R
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R-tree Index Conversion

Table

Signature

Array

Figure 9.5: An architecture of the ESR-tree

A common way how to manage values covering more data blocks is to use
a link in each block referencing the next data block. This method is correct when
we want to read a complete value. In this case, the query signatures include
only a few number of 1-bits and it means that it is necessary to check only a few
number of bits in node signatures. In other words, although a signature can cover
a high number of data blocks, during a query is processed, we need to read only
a few number of blocks. As a result, our physical design does not use the linked
blocks, we utilize a conversion table mapping signatures to MBRs. To minimize
accesses to blocks of the signature array we distinguish more types of keys of the
conversion table (in the extreme case, the conversion table is not used):

1. A signature is stored together with its MBR. It is usable only if the signature
is short compared to the tuple size, since it rapidly decreases the capacity
of nodes. We must keep in mind that if the signature size is the same as the
tuple size then the capacity is 1/2 of the capacity without signatures. Let us
note that only this physical design is introduced in the original work [136].

2. A signature is stored in the signature array and each item of an inner node
includes an MBR together with a pointer (RID) to its signature. It is usable
in the case of longer signatures. Each MBR is identified by the node index
of its child node in a tree, therefore we use node indices instead of MBR in
the following text. We consider the following issues:

(a) If the signature does not fit in one page but the signatures for individ-
ual dimensions fit in one page then the RID is not stored together with
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the MBR since we need to map an array of RIDs to the MBR. Therefore,
we need a mapping F (N ,D)→ R for the DI signatures and a mapping
F (N )→ R for the DD signatures, where N is a set of node indexes,R
is a set of RIDs, D = {1, 2, . . . , d}.

(b) If signatures in individual dimensions do not fit in one page, we have
to split the signature to several parts (we call them chunks). Conse-
quently, we need a mapping F (N ,D, C)→ R for the DI signatures and
a mapping F (N , C) → R for the DD signatures, where C is a set of
signature chunks. We must note that the chunks including only 0-bits
are not handled, i.e. the real number of chunks is often lower than the
maximum number of chunks of a signature.

3. In the case of DD signatures, sparse signatures are often generated (com-
pared to DI signatures where we want to get the 50% weight). As a result,
we can utilize two implementations:

(a) Signatures are handled as bit-strings (this way is used in the previous
points).

(b) The orders of 1-bits instead of bit-strings are handled. This way is ev-
idently more efficient in the case of sparse signatures. Let SBI be the
size of the 1-bit order and C be the average number of items in a leaf.
The size of the leaf node signature is SBI × C and it exponentially in-
creases with each level of the tree.

Example 20. Let us have the R-tree indexing a data collection of the dimen-
sionality 5, |D| = 10, i.e. each attribute value is stored as a byte. Since the
block size is 2,048 B, the capacity of leaf nodes is 408 tuples. Considering
the first implementation of the DD-signature, we must use the signature of

the bit-length approximately
5

j=1

(10 × 10j) ≈ 1018 using the DD signature

bit-length 1. As a result, we seemingly have to use 6 × 1010 chunks of the
size 2,048 B to store such a signature. We must note that the real number
of chunks is significantly lower since chunks including only 0-bits are not
handled. Let us consider k = 1, i.e. only one 1-bit is generated in the sig-
nature of each tuple. In this case, we get 408 1-bits for one leaf node in the
signature, i.e. we get maximally 408 chunks of the signature for the leaf
node.

Considering the second implementation, we need SBI = 8 B to store one
1-bit order in a signature of the bit-length 1018. Consequently, the signature
size is 408 × 8 B. As a result, we get 408 × 2,048 B and 408 × 8 B for the first
and second implementations, respectively. It means, the second implemen-
tation provides the 256× lower space overhead.
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9.8.2 Conversion Table

The mapping F can be implemented by a data structure supporting the point
query. Following the first two points depicted in the previous section, we must
consider four different key types of this data structure: (N ), (N ,D), (N ,D, C),
(N , C). Let m be a number of narrow attributes, m ≤ d, c be a number of chunks
covering a node signature, and k be a number of 1-bits generated in a signature
for each value. Each key type generates a different number of items per MBR,
these numbers are summarized in Table 9.2. Consequently, the function IsMatched
(see Algorithm 21) generates maximally these numbers of queries over the con-
version table. The number of items in the conversion table is then the number of
items per MBR × the number of MBRs.

Table 9.2: The number of items in the conversion table generated per each MBR

Key Type #Items per MBR

(N ) 1

(N ,D) d

(N ,D, C) d× c

(N , C) c

Let us remember why the implementation of the conversion table is so com-
plex. The various key types preserve the minimization of the accesses to the
blocks of the signature array; when we consider the worst case scenario, the
number of items and queries per MBR can be high. Let us take the GTRAN-
SIT data collection with 15 millions tuples of dimensionality 10. Let us consider
the ESR-tree indexing this collection where we apply the DI signatures S3 with
the bit-length 128 kB, k = 1. The signatures are stored in pages of the size 8 kB;
the number of chunks covering one signature is 16. Consequently, the number of
items in the conversion table per MBR is 160 (i.e. dimension = 10× the number of
chunks = 16). Since, the query signature includes only k 1-bits in each dimension,
not all these items are needed during range query processing: we need maxi-
mally m×max{k, c} queries over the conversion table. Let us have a range query
with 4 point attributes. In this case, the number of queries over the conversion
table per MBR is 4 (i.e. the number of narrow dimensions = 4× k = 1). Evidently,
we need to access 160

4
= 40× less chunks during query processing compare to the

worst case scenario.

9.8.3 IO Cost Analysis

In the case of the ESR-tree, the overall IO cost during query processing has two
parts: the IO cost of the R-tree (IOCostRT ) and the IO cost of the signature index
(IOCostSI). IOCostRT is represented by the number of nodes accessed, while
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IOCostSI consists of the IO cost of the conversion table (IOCostCT ) and the IO
cost of the signature array (IOCostSA). The IO cost of the ESR-tree is described in
Section 9.9. In this section, we describe the IO cost of the signature index.

As usual, we can consider two well-known data structures representing the
conversion table which support the point query:

1. The Hash table – a point query is processed using l page accesses, where l
is the maximal length of a string in the table. When we know the number
of keys in the table in advance, l = 1.

2. The B+-tree – a point query is processed using h+ 1 page accesses, where h
is the height of the tree.

Following these IO costs and the number of items in the conversion table per
each MBR depicted in Table 9.2, we can summarize the maximal IOCostCT for
each MBR accessed during range query processing in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3: The maximal IOCostCT necessary for each MBR

Key Type
IOCost

Hash table B+-tree

(N ) l h+ 1

(N ,D) m× l m× (h+ 1)

(N ,D, C) m× k × l m× k × (h+ 1)

(N , C) k × l k × (h+ 1)

This is the worst case scenario and in many cases, the signatures of the rela-
tively short bit-length with k = 1 successfully filter irrelevant nodes. Moreover,
the conversion table is usually small (as we show in Section 10.4, the size of the
conversion table makes up maximally 2–3% of the ESR-tree index size). There-
fore, it is appropriate to use the conversion table as an in-memory data structure.

Example 21. Let us take the data collection TIGER with approximately 6 millions
tuples of the dimensionality 2. The size of the R-tree is 105.41 MB and the size
of the complete ESR-tree is 111.37 MB; the size of the signature index is 5.96 MB,
where the size of the conversion table is 1.24 MB and the size of the signature
array is 4.72 MB. As our experiments show, when the DI signatures S1 of the
bit-length 328 with k = 1 are applied, the relevancy of accessed leaf nodes is
100%. Since these signatures fit into one page, the key type N is utilized and the
IOCostCT is equal to l or h+ 1.

When we consider IOCostSI , we must multiply the IOCostCT twice. Let us
note that it is the worst case scenario for the key types (N ,D, C) and (N , C) since
it is not always necessary to access all chunks of the signatures. This IO cost
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represents the both the best and the worst case scenarios for key types (N ) and
(N ,D).

In the R-tree, the number of leaf nodes accessed during query processing is
often high, but the relevancy of these nodes is minimal. As the experiments show,
the number of leaf nodes read can be several orders of magnitudes higher than
the number of relevant leaf nodes. When the signatures on the leaf nodes are
applied, these signatures have to be accessed to verify the relevancy of the leaf
nodes. It means, some logical accesses have to be processed in the signature index
instead of one logical access to the R-tree. Evidently, the result is the high IO cost
overhead caused by the signature index.

Example 22. Let us take the TIGER data collection used in our experiments. In
the case of partial match queries in the R-tree index, the average number of ac-
cessed leaf nodes is 199, while the average number of relevant leaf nodes is be-
low 2; relevancy of the leaf nodes is approximately 1%. The utilization of the
signatures on the leaf nodes leads to additional logical accesses to the conversion
table as well as to the signature array. When we apply the signatures S1 (i.e. the
signatures of the leaf nodes), we can expect IOCostSI = (199 × l) + 199 = 398 in
the case of the hash table (l = 1) and IOCostSI = (199× (h + 1)) + 199 = 995 in the
case of the B+-tree (h = 3).

Since the number of the tuples needed to be described exponentially increases
with the level of the tree, the signatures of the nodes at the upper levels of the tree
must be longer; it leads to the higher number of items in the conversion table as
well as in the signature array. On the other hand, when the signatures are applied
only on the leaf nodes, the high number of logical accesses has to be provided to
verify all scanned leaf nodes; the application of the signatures at the upper levels
of the tree can eliminate the logical accesses to the leaf node signatures in the
irrelevant subtrees. As a result, it significantly reduces IOCostSI .

Example 23. Let us consider the situation presented in Example 22. The capacity
of the inner nodes is 101 items (MBRs). When we assume the 100% utilization
of the nodes, the number of nodes in the subtree rooted by one MBR is then
Ni = 101i, i.e. N1 = 1, N2 = 101, N3 = 10,201 and so on. Consequently, we can
expect the signatures S1 of the key type (N ), the signatures S2 of the key type
(N ,D), and the signatures S3 of the key type (N ,D, C). When we apply only
the signatures S1, we can expect IOCostSI = 398 in the case of the Hash table
(l = 1) and IOCostSI = 995 in the case of the B+-tree (h = 3). When we apply the
signatures S1 and S2, we can expect IOCostSI = 324 in the case of the Hash table
(l = 1) and IOCostSI = 810 in the case of the B+-tree (h = 3). When we apply the
signatures S1, S2, and S3, we can expect IOCostSI = 276 in the case of the Hash
table (l = 1) and IOCostSI = 690 in the case of the B+-tree (h = 3). Evidently,
we need to access 30% less signatures during the query is processed when the
signatures at three levels are applied.
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9.8.4 Signature Methods

This section describes signature methods applied during the operations insert,
delete, and range query. Since the signatures are stored in a separate data storage
(the signature index), the methods for creating (see Algorithm 15), reading (see
Algorithm 16), and deleting (see Algorithm 17) of the signatures are required.
Regardless of the index operation, these methods involve two step processing:
processing of the conversion table and processing of the signature array.

Algorithm 15: The CreateSignature function
Input : nodeIndex – the index of a node to be scan
Output: signature – the empty signature

signature← CreateEmptySignature();1

signatureIndex← signatureArray.Insert(signature);2

mappingTable.Insert(nodeIndex, signatureIndex);3

return signature;4

Algorithm 16: The ReadSignature function
Input : nodeIndex – the index of a node to be scan
Output: signature – the requested signature

signatureIndex← mappingTable.Find(nodeIndex);1

return signatureArray.Get(signatureIndex);2

Algorithm 17: The DeleteSignature method
Input : nodeIndex – the index of the node to be deleted

signatureIndex← mappingTable.Find(nodeIndex);1

signatureArray.Delete(signatureIndex);2

mappingTable.Delete(nodeIndex);3

When the build of the R-tree is considered, two possible cases have to be taken
into account: a tuple is inserted into a node and the node signature has to be mod-
ified by the tuple signature (see Algorithm 18), a new node is created by the split
operation and a signature for the new node has to be built (see Algorithm 19).
The tuple signature is generated from the input tuple according to signature type
(see Line 4 of Algorithm 18). In the case the DI signatures are applied, the 1-
bits are generated for each dimension (Line 7); otherwise (i.e. DD signatures are
applied), a value representing the tuple is computed from individual dimension
values (Lines 10 and 11) and consequently the signature is modified by the com-
puted value (Line 12).

If the new signature of a node has to be build, all tuples of its region has to
be processed (see Algorithm 19). In the case of a leaf node, the algorithm sequen-
tially reads all tuples stored in the node and it invokes the method ModifySigna-
ture to generate 1-bit(s) for each of them (Line 7). Evidently, when the signature
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Algorithm 18: The ModifySignature method
Input : nodeIndex – the index of a node, tuple – a tuple modifying the node

signature
Variables: SignatureType – it defines, if DI signatures or DD signatures are

applied

signature← ReadSignature(nodeIndex);1

if (signature does not exist) then2

signature← CreateSignature(nodeIndex);3

switch SignatureType do4

case DISignature :5

for i← 1 to d do6

signature.Modify(i, tuple[i]);7

case DDSignature :8

value← 0;9

for i← 1 to d do10

value← value + (tuple[i]× |Di|i);11

signature.Modify(value);12

for the inner node has to be created, the subtree of the inner node is recursively
scanned, and the node signature is built using all tuples of the subtree (Lines 2–4).

Algorithm 19: The BuildSignature method
Input : currentNode – an currently indexing node, nodeIndex – the index of

the indexed node

if ¬ currentNode.IsLeaf() then1

for i← 1 to currentNode.ItemCount do2

childNode← ReadNode(currentNode.GetChildIndex(i))3

SigIndex.BuildSignature(childNode, nodeIndex);4

else5

for i← 1 to currentNode.ItemCount do6

SigIndex.ModifySignature(nodeIndex,7

currentNode.GetItem(i));

In the case of range query processing, the query signatures are built as the
initial step before the recursive scan of the tree is invoked (see Algorithm 20).
Since, the signatures have different bit-lengths at the particular levels of the tree,
the query signatures for each level of the tree have to be built as well (Line 1).
The signatures are built in the same way as the node signatures have been built,
but only narrow dimensions are processed (Lines 4–6, and 8–12). Consequently,
the algorithms returns the 2-dimensional array storing the orders of 1-bits of the
query signatures for each tree level.
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Algorithm 20: The CreateQuerySignatures function
Input : queryRect – a range query rectangle
Variables: SignatureType – defines if DI signatures or DD signatures are

applied
Output : querySigs – an array of query signatures

for i← height downto 1 do1

switch SignatureType do2

case DISignature :3

for j ← 1 to dimension do4

if IsNarrowDimension(j) then5

querySigs[i].Modify(j, queryRect.QL[j]);6

case DDSignature :7

value← 0;8

for j ← 1 to dimension do9

if IsNarrowDimension(j) then10

value← value + (queryRect.QL[j]× |Dj |j);11

querySigs[i].Modify(value);12

return querySigs;13

If the MBR of the node and a query rectangle are intersected, the function Is-
Matched (see Algorithm 21) is invoked; it tests whether the signature of the MBR
is matched with the signature of the query rectangle. The node signature is com-
pared with the query signature (Lines 6–7, and 9–10). The algorithm considers
the node relevant only if all 1-bits in the signature of a query are presented in the
signature of the node.

9.9 Cost Analysis

Whereas in Section 9.8.3 the IO cost analysis for the signature index is described,
in this section we describe the IO and CPU costs for the ESR-tree. When we
use imperfect signatures, the complexity of insert and delete operations are
preserved. However, when we use perfect signatures we get O(m) instead of
O(logm) for these operations, where m is the number of all tuples in a tree. The IO
cost of the range query algorithm in the R-tree is IOCostRT = NI×⌈logcm⌉, where
NI is the number of intersected regions, c is the average capacity of the node.
When we ignore accessing of signatures, we get IOCostESR = NRQ×⌈logcm⌉ for
the range query algorithm in the ESR-tree, where NRQ is the number of searched
regions. In Section 10.4, we show NI ≫ NRQ ≥ NR for narrow range queries,
therefore we can expect IOCostRT ≫ IOCostESR in many cases. The overall IO
cost of the ESR-tree is IOCostESR + IOCostSI . In the experiments, we also show
that the overall IO cost is still lower compared to the R-tree in many cases.
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Algorithm 21: The IsMatched function
Input : nodeIndex – the index of a node to be scan, querySig – a query

signature
Output: true, if signature(-s) of the node and query rectangle is/are matched;

otherwise false

signature← ReadSignature(nodeIndex);1

switch SignatureType do2

case DISignature :3

for i← 1 to d do4

if IsNarrowDimension(i) then5

if ¬ signature.IsMatched(i, querySig[i]) then6

return false;7

case DDSignature :8

if ¬ signature.IsMatched(querySig) then9

return false;10

return true;11

The CPU cost of the range query algorithm in the R-tree is
CPUCostRT = IOCostRT × Cs

1 , where Cs
1 is the cost of a node scan in

the R-tree. The CPU cost of the range query algorithm in the ESR-tree is
CPUCostESR = IOCostESR × Cs

1 + IOCostSI × Cs
2 , where Cs

2 is the cost of
operations in a node of the signature index. Due to the sequential scan in the
nodes of the R-tree: Cs

1 ≫ Cs
2 . As a result, although the IO cost of the R-tree

narrow range query can be lower than the overall IO cost of the ESR-tree narrow
range query, the CPU cost is much lower in many cases compared to the R-tree
when narrow range queries are considered.

As a result, we increase the space overhead of the data structure and deteri-
orate the time complexity of the delete and insert operations to improve the IO
and CPU costs of narrow range query processing.
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Chapter 10

Experiments

10.1 Introduction

All data structures and algorithms proposed in the previous sections have been
implemented in C++ on the top of our prototype DBMS called RadegastDB [1].
All experiments were executed on an Intel Xeon X5670@2.93GHz, 2.0 MB L2
cache per core; 96GB of the main memory; Windows Server 2008 x64. In all ex-
periments, we turn off the OS’s disk cache to prevent the OS from file caching.
Several real as well as synthetic collections have been chosen in the tests. Effi-
ciency of range query processing is measured by the number of logical (or physi-
cal) accesses, the number of compare operations, the relevancy of nodes read, the
read time, and the query processing time.

10.2 Prefetch Techniques

In this section, we compare the performance of query processing of the R∗-tree,
the R∗-tree with the skip-sequential prefetch, and the R∗-tree with the buffered
prefetch, which is our novel technique. Two real collections have been chosen
for these tests. The first collection, titled as XML, represents a set of paths in an
XML document [133]. We selected a subset generated from the XMark collec-
tion1 including 1,031,080 10-dimensional tuples. The second collection, titled as
TIGER2, is a standard spatial data set. We choose the type 2 of the Wyoming data
set from 2006 including 5,889,786 2-dimensional points without the topological
information. In Table 10.1, we see basic characteristics of R-trees built in these
experiments.

We have used 15 various range queries from the result size 1 to the selectivity
52 %3, each query is processed 10× and the results are averaged. Disk access

1http://monetdb.cwi.nl/xml/
2http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/
3It means, we select 52 % of tuples inserted in the tree.
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Table 10.1: Basic characteristics of the R-trees built

Data Collections XML TIGER
Dimension 10 2
# Items 1,031,080 5,889,786
Page size (B) 2,048 512

Build insert Bulk-load Build insert Bulk-load
Height 4 4 5 4
# Inner nodes 2,292 1,022 15,381 6,101
# Leaf nodes 32,780 22,416 228,168 140,234
Index size (MB) 71.83 48 124.70 74.93

cost is measured by the volume of data read (DAC) and the number of physical
accesses (Disk accesses). Since we focus on the physical accesses in this work, the
cache buffer size is minimized. Let us note that we use the abbreviation ’T’ for
the threshold.

Table 10.2: XML: A summary table for HDD disk

Technique/Index Average Results
DAC # Disk # Read Query time Read time
(MB) accesses pages (s) (s)

R-tree 8.12 2,256 1 3.75 3.15
Bulk-loaded R-tree 9.62 4,694 1 1.99 1.40
Skip-sequential prefetch 8.12 2,256 1 2.03 1.51
Buffered prefetch (T = 32) 12.61 230 26 1.59 1.15
Buffered prefetch (T = 64) 13.85 133 50 1.49 1.03
Buffered prefetch (T = 128) 15.29 77 97 1.53 1.06
Buffered prefetch (T = 256) 17.48 45 190 1.63 1.17

Table 10.2 presents the average results of range query processing with several
threshold values. Read pages means the average number of pages read by one
disk access. It seems that the threshold value 64 (T=64) is the most efficient for
queries over the XML collection. In this case, we get the maximum performance
of the combination of sequential and random reads. The major issue of HDDs, as
was mentioned previously, is the high seek time in the case of random accesses.
This fact can be seen in comparison of the R-tree and the bulk-loaded R-tree. The
bulk-load is a technique when a complete data structure is built for a complete
data collection. In this thesis, we use a space filling curve (namely the Hilbert
curve) to build the tree [117]. The number of pages read can be higher for the
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bulk-loaded R-tree compared to the R-tree. However, the depth-first search range
query algorithm reads the leaf nodes ordered in their physical order in the case
of the bulk-loaded R-tree.

The higher efficiency of SSDs4 is shown in Table 10.3. SSDs provide up to 100×
more efficient random accesses compared to the HDDs. Therefore, the query
processing time for the R-tree and SSD is approximately 3.2×more efficient than
in the case of the conventional HDD.

Table 10.3: XML: A summary table for SSD disk

Technique/Index Average Results
DAC # Disk # Read Query time Read time
(MB) accesses pages (s) (s)

R-tree 8.12 2,256 1 1.17 0.77
Bulk-loaded R-tree 9.62 4,694 1 1.33 0.81
Skip-sequential prefetch 8.12 2,256 1 0.89 0.49
Buffered prefetch (T = 32) 12.61 230 26 0.65 0.27
Buffered prefetch (T = 64) 13.85 133 50 0.66 0.27
Buffered prefetch (T = 128) 15.29 77 97 0.66 0.28
Buffered prefetch (T = 256) 17.48 45 190 0.77 0.31

Our experiments support the proposed assumptions. The R-tree with the
skip-sequential prefetch is approximately 1.9× more efficient than the standard
R-tree. Moreover, the R-tree with the buffered prefetch is approximately 2.5×
more efficient than the standard R-tree. The bulk-loaded R-tree provides more ef-
ficient query processing since the depth-first search range query algorithm reads
the leaf nodes ordered in their physical order. It means that a query in the bulk-
loaded R-tree is basically processed by skip-sequential prefetch. Although SSDs
provide more efficient random accesses than HDDs, we see that our techniques
improve the query processing time up to 1.8×. In Figure 10.1 we see a compar-
ison of query processing with prefetch techniques for HDD and SSD disks. In
this figure, we use the following abbreviations for the algorithms: ’B-L R-tree’ in-
stead of ’bulk-loaded R-tree’, ’SSP’ instead of ’skip-sequential prefetch’, and ’BP’
instead of ’buffered prefetch’.

Table 10.4 presents average results of range query processing for the TIGER
collection. The result sets are significantly bigger than in the case of the XML
collection. Therefore buffered prefetch with the higher threshold (T = 128) turned
out as the best one. We can see that our approach is approximately 3.8× more
efficient than the R-tree, 2.3× more efficient than the bulk-loaded R-tree and it

4The experiments were executed with Imation S-Class Solid State Drive, 32 GB capacity, Se-
quential Read: 130MB/s, Sequential Read: IOPS: 83,000.
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Figure 10.1: XML: A comparison of query processing with prefetch techniques
for HDD and SSD disks

Table 10.4: TIGER: A summary table for HDD disk

Technique/Index Average Results
DAC # Disk # Read Query time Read time
(MB) accesses pages (s) (s)

R-tree 19.71 27,424 1 42.07 36.64
Bulk-loaded R-tree 28.19 55,260 1 25.03 18.20
Skip-sequential prefetch 19.71 27,424 1 20.02 15.34
Buffered prefetch (T = 32) 39.67 2,705 29 14.87 10.92
Buffered prefetch (T = 64) 42.39 1,484 57 12.82 8.99
Buffered prefetch (T = 128) 45.39 815 111 11.79 8.11
Buffered prefetch (T = 256) 48.75 449 216 13.16 9.27

saves up to 42% of the query processing time in a comparison with the R-tree
with the skip-sequential prefetch.

In the case of queries with a large result set, a high number of leaf nodes is
searched. It means the array with node indices can take a lot of memory (we
consider the read buffer size maximally 256 pages in this work). Consequently,
we can not consider the unlimited main memory for the array; in the extreme case
the array has to hold indices of all leaf nodes in a tree. In Table 10.5, it is possible
to see the influence of the memory limitation on the efficiency of our approach.
The average number of pages read by one disk access decreases when the buffer
size increases. Therefore, the number of disk accesses and read times are higher.
We can see, even if a very small buffer is utilized (T = 32 × Page size = 0.5 kB =
16 kB), our approach saves up to 64% of the query processing time.

Another technique to optimize random accesses has been presented in [221].
Authors propose that their method improves the query processing time up to 2×;
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Table 10.5: TIGER: Memory Limitations

Threshold/Array of
indices size (kB)

Average Results
# Disk # Read # Sorts Query time Read time
accesses pages (s) (s)

R-tree 19.71 27,424 1 42.07 36.64
128/Unlimited 815 111 1 11.79 8.11
32/8 5,718 20 19 15.51 10.98
32/16 5,035 21 10 15.00 11.19
32/32 4,470 23 5 14.80 10.55
32/64 3,981 25 3 14.03 10.86
64/8 3,678 41 19 15.67 11.74
64/16 3,138 44 10 15.34 11.20
64/32 2,715 47 5 14.90 11.08
64/64 2,353 50 3 13.69 9.97
128/8 2,333 82 19 16.29 12.36
128/16 1,928 89 10 15.71 11.94
128/32 1,625 94 5 15.10 10.89
128/64 1,368 100 3 12.91 9.06

however, they introduced a modification of the tree build algorithm which in-
creases the build time up to 40%. Whereas in our work we focus on leaf nodes
occupying up to 90% of the tree size, in [221] authors focus on inner nodes.

10.3 Multiple Range Query Processing

10.3.1 Data Collections and Queries

In this section, we compare the conventional range query algorithm in the R∗-
tree with the multiple range query algorithms – the range query batch and the
Cartesian range query. We use two synthetic collections of products5. The first
collection, titled GeneralProduct, represents a general e-shop with 10 millions of
products described by the attributes category, producer, price, model, and color. The
second collection, titled ITProduct, includes 10 millions of records related to com-
puters and their components. It includes the attributes type, brand, operating sys-
tem, screen size, processor type, memory, hard drive capacity, graphics processing type,
sound card, and price. In Table 10.6, we see basic characteristics of R-trees built in
these experiments.

5http://db.cs.vsb.cz
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Table 10.6: Basic characteristics of the R-trees built

Data Collections GeneralProduct ITProduct
Dimension 5 10
# Items 10,000,000 10,000,000
Page size (B) 2,048 4,096
Height 4 4
Node capacity (inner/leaf) 46/84 48/92
# Nodes (inner/leaf) 6,386/350,695 5,716/319,963
Index size (MB) 354 647

The efficiency of all range query algorithms is measured by the number of
logical accesses (i.e. the number of nodes read during query processing), the
number of compare operations, and the query processing time. Let us note that
the ratio of random and sequential accesses is approximately the same for all
queries. For the time measurement, we repeat the test 10× and calculate the
average time. Evidently, the number of logical accesses represents the IO cost
and the number of compare operations represents the CPU cost. We use two
cache buffer configurations of the R-tree: the cache hit 10% (i.e. 10% of nodes is
stored in the main memory) and the cache hit 100% (i.e. all nodes are stored in the
main memory). Since current DBMSs usually utilize a sequential scan in the heap
table to process multidimensional range queries, we compare our algorithms also
with the sequential scan. In experiments with the sequential scan all nodes are
stored in the main memory.

The sequential scan can be processed in three ways:

1. Each of the range queries is processed separately by the individual sequen-
tial scan; we call it the Sequential scan 1.

2. A sequence of the range queries is processed by one sequential scan; we call
it the Sequential scan 2.

3. A sequence of range queries is processed by one sequential scan, where the
boolean filter is applied; we call it the Sequential scan 3. Evidently, each
DBMS optimizer implements this technique.

We use the following abbreviations for the algorithms: ’RQ’ instead of ’range
query algorithm’, ’RQB’ instead of ’range query batch’, ’CRQ’ instead of ’Carte-
sian range query’, and ’SS’ instead of ’sequential scan’.

The experiments are divided into two parts:

• In the first part, we compare the performance of the range query batch with
the conventional query-by-query algorithm. We use 500 range queries over
both data collections. These queries are categorized into 5 query groups
according to their selectivity (see Table 10.7).
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• In the second part, we test the processing of Cartesian range queries with
the conventional query-by-query algorithm, the range query batch algo-
rithm, the sequential scan, and the new Cartesian range query algorithm.
Queries are categorized by the number of dimensions with more inter-
vals, the number of intervals in particular dimensions, and the selectivity
of queries (see Table 10.8). Each query collection is titled as Qr

d,i, where d
represents the number of dimensions with more intervals, i is the number
of intervals in the dimensions, and r represents the result size group.

Table 10.7: Basic characteristic of query groups for the range query batch

Query Result Avg. Result Size
Group Size GeneralProduct ITProduct

1 1 1.0 1.0
2 ⟨2, 99⟩ 9.5 86.7
3 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 556.6 404.9
4 ⟨1,000, 49,999⟩ 43,964.0 39,305.3
5 ⟨50,000, 99,999⟩ 91,887.1 74,382.1

Table 10.8: A basic characteristic of query groups for the Cartesian range query

Query # Queries of the equi- Result Size Result Avg. Result Size
Group valent range query batch Group Size GeneralProduct ITProduct

Q1
2,2

22 = 4
1 ⟨1, 99⟩ 94.4 79.5

Q2
2,2 2 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 3392.7 1196.5

Q3
2,2 3 ⟨1, 000, 99, 999⟩ 42171.0 31842.8

Q1
2,3

23 = 8
1 ⟨1, 99⟩ 83.9 62.4

Q2
2,3 2 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 1377.9 828.4

Q3
2,3 3 ⟨1, 000, 99, 999⟩ 35933.5 32583.9

Q1
3,2

32 = 9
1 ⟨1, 99⟩ 96.6 90.2

Q2
3,2 2 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 4240.1 972.7

Q3
3,2 3 ⟨1, 000, 99, 999⟩ 75950.1 32417.5

Q1
2,4

24 = 16
1 ⟨1, 99⟩ 93.6 91.4

Q2
2,4 2 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 3928.6 962.7

Q3
2,4 3 ⟨1, 000, 99, 999⟩ 37373.6 32718.1

Q1
3,3

33 = 27
1 ⟨1, 99⟩ 70.8 79.9

Q2
3,3 2 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 797.8 878.6

Q3
3,3 3 ⟨100, 9,999⟩ 37432.7 35614.0
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10.3.2 Range Query Batch Experiments

In the experiments, we compare the processing of 100 point/range queries (for
each query group) with the conventional range query and the range query batch
algorithms, where the batch algorithm processes 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 queries in
a batch. Detail results for the collections are put forward in Tables 10.9 and 10.10.
These tables include the number of logical accesses and the processing time for
all queries in each query group.

Table 10.9: GeneralProduct: Statistics for the range query batch

Queries in Query Logical Accesses Processing Time (s)
the Batch Group Inner Leaf Cache Hit 10% Cache Hit 100%

100 ×
Range Query (1)

1 16,961 5,495 0.17 0.16
2 26,902 24,599 0.50 0.43
3 46,347 98,508 1.79 1.31
4 129,741 780,512 14.16 5.64
5 160,818 1,197,699 20.03 7.71

20 ×
Range Query Batch (5)

1 14,786 5,476 0.17 0.15
2 22,596 24,430 0.49 0.43
3 37,511 96,760 1.74 1.28
4 80,439 701,253 13.84 5.43
5 89,242 1,006,047 18.30 7.45

10 ×
Range Query Batch (10)

1 13,485 5,466 0.16 0.15
2 20,251 24,318 0.48 0.42
3 31,170 95,303 1.70 1.26
4 53,484 619,834 12.36 5.29
5 56,986 848,626 16.14 7.27

5 ×
Range Query Batch (20)

1 10,623 5,392 0.16 0.14
2 15,245 23,783 0.47 0.41
3 21,275 90,203 1.68 1.24
4 29,935 482,316 10.09 5.15
5 30,802 605,226 12.58 7.06

2 ×
Range Query Batch (50)

1 6,961 5,279 0.16 0.13
2 9,212 22,786 0.45 0.39
3 11,271 79,868 1.51 1.19
4 12,703 286,888 7.37 2.98
5 12,737 315,234 8.82 5.41

1 ×
Range Query Batch (100)

1 4,583 5,126 0.15 0.13
2 5,577 21,595 0.43 0.38
3 6,202 68,292 1.28 1.17
4 6,386 165,514 5.48 2.59
5 6,386 171,491 6.77 4.28
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The improvement in the case of point queries (QG1) for the collection Gener-
alProduct is minimal. This fact is caused by the minimal number of redundant
logical accesses in particular queries. In the case of point queries for the collection
ITProduct, redundancy is significantly higher. Therefore, the batch algorithm has
a higher impact on the efficiency and the processing time is approximately 50%
compared to the conventional query-by-query algorithm. Evidently, the number
of redundant logical accesses grows up when the selectivity goes down.

Table 10.10: ITProduct: Statistics for the range query batch

Queries in Query Logical Accesses Processing Time (s)
the Batch Group Inner Leaf Cache Hit 10% Cache Hit 100%

100 ×
Range Query (1)

1 142,717 78,588 1.76 1.30
2 369,028 1,593,473 31.49 8.66
3 395,347 2,107,997 43.54 10.60
4 485,663 5,754,782 118.19 26.32
5 501,439 6,832,506 128.23 33.76

20 ×
Range Query Batch (5)

1 68,578 75,621 1.63 1.23
2 108,869 1,233,677 25.14 7.82
3 111,110 1,531,669 31.18 9.29
4 113,868 2,722,441 65.76 22.88
5 114,157 2,867,890 67.20 29.51

10 ×
Range Query Batch (10)

1 40,997 72,756 1.59 1.22
2 56,471 939,690 19.64 7.19
3 56,912 1,104,453 23.78 8.80
4 57,144 1,533,644 46.67 21.67
5 57,154 1,557,793 48.05 28.57

5 ×
Range Query Batch (20)

1 23,681 67,387 1.47 1.20
2 28,535 630,306 14.57 6.84
3 28,570 694,750 17.37 8.21
4 28,578 794,513 34.90 21.53
5 28,580 795,681 37.29 26.26

2 ×
Range Query Batch (50)

1 10,403 54,562 1.35 1.07
2 11,424 300,771 9.39 4.27
3 11,430 311,702 11.32 5.67
4 11,432 319,556 26.99 18.07
5 11,432 319,590 30.36 22.67

1 ×
Range Query Batch (100)

1 5,466 43,570 1.11 1.03
2 5,716 157,307 7.28 4.11
3 5,716 159,087 8.87 5.47
4 5,716 159,850 24.62 17.69
5 5,716 159,877 27.99 20.29

As we see in Figures 10.2 – 10.4, the improvement increases with the number
of queries in the batch as well as their selectivity. The processing of range queries
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in the batch saves up to 76% of the query processing time and 87% of logical
accesses for GeneralProduct in the case of 100 queries in the batch.
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Figure 10.2: GeneralProduct: A comparison of RQ and RQB with the cache hit
10% for query groups 1–5
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Figure 10.3: GeneralProduct: A comparison of RQ and RQB with the cache hit =
100% for query groups 1-5

Since the quality of the R-tree index decreases when the space dimension
grows up, the number of logical accesses is higher for ITProduct. The range query
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batch increases the efficiency more rapidly for spaces of higher dimensionality.
The performance of the batch algorithm is higher also in the case of processing in
the main memory (cache hit 100%), but the gain is not so notable.
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Figure 10.4: ITProduct: A comparison of RQ and RQB for the cache hit (a) 10%
and (b) 100%

In Tables 10.11 and 10.12, we see results of query processing of the batch algo-
rithm in the R-tree and the Sequential scan 1. The processing time is (according
to the selectivity and space dimensionality) from 2× to 2 orders of magnitude
higher in the case of the sequential scan. This fact is caused by the enormous
number of compare operations (in some cases the number of compare operations
is more than 600× higher than in the case of the R-tree).
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Table 10.11: GeneralProduct: A comparison of the range query batch and sequen-
tial scan

Compare Operations Processing Time
Query (106) (s)
Group Range Query Sequential Range Query Sequential

Batch (100) Scan 1 Batch (100) Scan 1
1 2.3 1,444.2 0.13 15.47
2 5.9 1,558.7 0.38 15.91
3 20.6 1,770.4 1.17 17.67
4 200.8 2,480.8 2.59 23.48
5 331.2 2,756.9 4.28 25.22

Table 10.12: ITProduct: A comparison of the range query batch and sequential
scan

Compare Operations Processing Time
Query (106) (s)
Group Range Query Sequential Range Query Sequential

Batch (100) Scan 1 Batch (100) Scan 1
1 38.2 1,473.3 1.03 16.41
2 320.6 2,384.6 4.11 22.65
3 535.6 2,611.5 5.47 24.18
4 1,948.2 4,226.8 17.69 33.07
5 2,698.2 4,663.7 20.29 35.11

10.3.3 Cartesian Range Query Experiments

The goal of Cartesian range query processing is to reduce the number of compare
operations: the speed-up of the query processing time is not dependent whether
nodes are stored in the main memory or in the secondary storage.

In Figures 10.5 and 10.6, we see that the reduction of compare operations has
the same influence on the performance for both cache configurations. Detail re-
sults are depicted in Tables 10.13 and 10.14. All results show how the selectivity
directly reflects on the number of compare operations. Therefore, the advantage
of Cartesian range query processing increases when the selectivity goes down.
In the case of queries with the maximal selectivity (the upper index of the query
group is 1) the speed-up is rather insignificant.
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Figure 10.5: GeneralProduct: The query processing time of SS 3, RQ, RQB, and
CRQ for queries of the result size group 2 with the cache hit (a) 10% and (b) 100%
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Figure 10.6: ITProduct: The query processing time of SS 3, RQ, RQB, and CRQ
for queries of the result size group 2 with the cache hit (a) 10% and (b) 100%

The reason of sequential scan inefficiency is the enormous number of compare
operations in the case of the sequential scan 1 and 2 (up to 80× higher than in
the case of the R-tree). Therefore, we show results of the sequential scan 3 in
Figures 10.5 and 10.6. Results of ITProduct (see Figure 10.6 and Table 10.14) show
the sequential scan 3 sometimes outperforms the range query as well the range
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query batch algorithms for the R-tree. However, the Cartesian range query for the
R-tree is up to 5×more efficient than the sequential scan 3, 4×more efficient than
the conventional range query algorithm, and 3× more efficient than the range
query batch algorithm. These results support our cost model: the number of
compare operations is d× lower compared to the range query batch in the worst
case; therefore, the advantage of Cartesian range query processing in the R-tree
grows up when the space dimension increases.
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10.4 Narrow Range Query Processing

10.4.1 Data Collections and Queries

In this section, we compare narrow range query processing by conventional al-
gorithms of the R-tree with the ESR-tree. We use three real collections for the
experiments. The first collection, titled as TIGER6, is a standard spatial data set.
We choose the type 2 of the Wyoming data set from 2006 including 5,889,786
2-dimensional points without the topological information. The second collec-
tion, titled USA ROADS7, is a Tiger/Line data collection including 58,333,337 3-
dimensional tuples representing a road network of USA. The third collection, ti-
tled as POKER8, contains 1 million tuples of the dimensionality 11 which are used
to predict poker hands. In the collections TIGER and USA ROADS the number
of unique values in individual dimensions is close to the total number of tuples
in the collection. In the case of the collection TIGER, the numbers of the unique
values in individual dimensions are (4,279,536; 4,279,536); in the case of the col-
lection USA ROADS, the numbers of the unique values in individual dimensions
are (23,947,347; 23,947,347; 107,626). On the other hand, in the collection POKER
the numbers of the unique values in individual dimensions are (4; 13; 4; 13; 4; 13;
4; 13; 4; 13; 10). In Table 10.15, we see basic characteristics of R-trees built in these
experiments.

Table 10.15: Basic characteristics of the R-trees built

Data Collections TIGER USA ROADS POKER

Dimension 2 3 11

# Items 5,889,786 58,333,337 1,000,000

Page size (kB) 2 2 4

Height 3 4 3

Node capacity (inner/leaf) 101/169 72/127 44/85

# Nodes (inner/leaf) 815/53,154 21,294/797,349 720/16,911

Index size (MB) 105.41 1,351.30 68.87

The efficiency of narrow range query processing is measured by the relevancy
of leaf nodes read, the number of logical accesses (i.e. the number of nodes read in
the R-tree and signature index), the number of compare operations, and the query
processing time. Let us note that the number of logical accesses represents the IO
cost and the number of compare operations represents the CPU cost of query pro-
cessing. We also measure the average weight of all signatures (a ratio of the 1-bits

6http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/
7http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/ challenge9
8http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Poker+Hand
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of the signature to the bit-length of the signature × 100 (%)), and the number of
the hash function conflicts (a ratio of the signature weight to the multiplication
of k and the number of unique values described by the signature× 100 (%)). As
an example, let us consider a signature with the bit-length 200 with k = 1 de-
scribing 100 unique values and its weight is 50, weight = 25% and conflicts = 50%.
Evidently, the lower conflicts means the lower number of hash function false hits
during range query processing. For the time measurement, we repeat tests 1 000×
and calculate the average time.

We use 300 range queries over both data collections. These queries are cate-
gorized in 3 query groups:

1. Point queries - queries have all dimensions restricted to a point and the
result set size is 1.

2. Partial match queries - queries have 30–50% of dimensions restricted to
a point, the other dimensions are unrestricted.

3. Narrow range queries - queries have 30–50% of dimensions restricted to
a point, the other dimensions are randomly set to narrow and general inter-
vals.

Let us note, that all queries have high selectivity and the result set size is 1
in many cases. In this section, we use the letter i for the number of dimensions
restricted to a point described by the signatures and the letter j for the number
of dimensions restricted to a narrow interval described by the signatures (see
Section 2.2). Moreover, we use L(S) for the bit-length of a signature S, and k for
the number of 1-bits in a tuple signature (see Section 9.5). We measure also the
efficiency of the index build as well as the index size.

10.4.2 Dimension Independent Signatures

In the case of the collection TIGER, the DI signatures of the maximal bit-lengths
(i.e. using the DI signature bit-length 1, see Section 9.6.3) can be applied to get
100% relevance of the leaf nodes read. In Table 10.16, statistics with the DI signa-
tures S1 (i.e. created only for the leaf nodes) using the DI signature bit-length 1 are
put forward; the maximal bit-lengths are (4,279,536; 4,279,536). As we can see, the
efficiency of range query processing increased 5× for narrow range queries and
partial match queries. Although the efficiency of point query processing is rather
high in the case of the R-tree, the efficiency of the ESR-tree is up to 10% higher.
On the other hand, the index size of the signature index is 661.68 MB (where
644.34 MB represents the signature array and 17.34 MB represents the conversion
table) that is 6× more than the size of the R-tree index. Since we want to get the
space overhead of the ESR-tree as low as possible, we consider such bit-lengths
only as a base line.
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Table 10.16: TIGER: A comparison of the R-tree and the ESR-tree using DI signa-
tures S1 with the DI signature bit-length 1

Data Collections R-tree ESR-tree

Index Size (MB) 105.41 105.41 + 661.68

Build efficiency (inserts/s) 173,484 103,837

Query processing (queries/s)

Point query 99,966 108,774

Partial match query 1,540 7,556

Narrow range query 1,911 9,230

In Table 10.17, experiments with the various bit-lengths of the DI signatures
S1 are put forward. We use the DI signature bit-length 3 for all of the following
experiments. Let us remember that Qi represents the average number of distinct
values in a subtree for each attribute at the tree level i. In the case of the collec-
tion TIGER, Q1 = (112; 112), Q2 = (7,048; 7,048), and Q3 = (390,528; 390,528). Since
W (Si) should be approximately 50%, we set L(Si) = 2 × Qi using DI signature
bit-length 3. We can see that the efficiency of the build of the ESR-tree is approxi-
mately 9% lower than in the case of the R-tree and the space overhead represents
4% of the R-tree index size. In the case of the DI signatures of such a bit-length,
the relevancy of the leaf nodes during point query processing is more than 90%.
Although, the IO cost during query processing is slightly higher (since the logical
accesses to the signature index), the CPU cost is significantly lower (since the re-
duction of comparisons during node scans). As a result, the ESR-tree saves up to
15% of query processing time in the case of point queries and it is up to 4×more
efficient in the case of partial match and narrow range queries. Evidently, we can
use multiplies of Qi to prolong the signatures and to improve the efficiency of
query processing. In the case of the bit-length 5 × Q1, all irrelevant leaf nodes
are successfully filtered during point query processing. On the other hand, the
size of the signature index increases with the increasing signature bit-length; the
space overhead represents 9% of the R-tree index size.

In Figure 10.7, the dependency of the weight and the number of logical ac-
cesses on the signature bit-length is presented. Let us note that the abbreviation
”COMP” represents the bit-lengths using the DI signature bit-length 2 and the ab-
breviation ”MAX” represents the bit-lengths using the DI signature bit-length 1.
We can see that the weight of the signatures decreases with the increasing bit-
length and logical accesses decrease similarly to the signature weight.

In the case of point queries, the hash function false hit on one dimension can
be avoided by the correct filtration on the other dimensions. Therefore, the hash
function false hit negatively affects mainly partial match and narrow range pro-
cessing, where the other dimensions are not described by the signatures. It is
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Table 10.17: TIGER: Statistics for the various bit-lengths of the DI signatures S1

(k = 1)

Index R-tree ESR-tree, L(S1)

1.5×Q1 2×Q1 3×Q1 5×Q1

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 105.41 + 3.97 + 4.59 + 5.96 + 9.23

Build (inserts/s) 173,484 158,170 157,835 157,438 157,573

Weight (%) - 47 39 27 18

Conflicts (%) - 26 21 11 9

Point query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 58 81 91 97 100

#Logical R-tree 6.86 6.36 6.23 6.16 6.13

accesses Sig. Index - 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73

#Comparisons 788 725 698 678 668

Throughput (queries/s) 99,966 105,522 110,213 112,654 112,994

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 0.8 1.8 2.1 3.0 4.8

#Logical R-tree 237.3 135.2 120.2 97.2 74.2

accesses Sig. Index - 199.7 199.7 199.7 199.7

#Comparisons 63,778 35,946 31,303 24,679 17,675

Throughput (queries/s) 1,540 2,502 2,782 3,533 4,709

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 1.0 2.0 2.5 3.4 5.1

#Logical R-tree 197.2 280.0 265.0 245.9 229.9

accesses Sig. Index - 113.9 98.9 79.8 63.8

#Comparisons 49,676 28,313 24,215 18,699 14,484

Throughput (queries/s) 1,911 3,046 3,534 4,464 5,649

possible to prolong the DI signatures to get the better filtration, but it leads to the
higher space overhead. The second option is to utilize k ≥ 1, in Table 10.18 statis-
tics for k ≥ 1 are presented. Since we want to keep W (Si) ≤ 50%, the experiments
are provided with the DI signatures S1 of the bit-length 10 × Q.
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Figure 10.7: TIGER: A relationship ”Logical accesses – Weight” in the case of
(a) point queries, (b) partial match queries, (c) narrow range queries

Since more bits have to be computed during the build of the index, the effi-
ciency of the build decreases as the number of bits increases; it is 9% lower for
k = 1, 14% lower for k = 3, and 24% lower for k = 8. The weight of the DI sig-
natures linearly increases with the increasing k. We can see that the relevancy
of leaf nodes read increases more rapidly with the increasing k than with the in-
creasing bit-length of the DI signatures. Evidently, we get the best filtration when
the weight of the signatures is between 40–50%. In this case, the relevancy of the
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Table 10.18: TIGER: Statistics for k ≥ 1 (DI signatures S1, L(S1) = 10 × Q)

Index R-tree ESR-tree, k

1 2 3 5 7 8

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 105.41 + 16.08

Build (inserts/s) 173,484 156,547 151,756 148,365 140,927 134,694 131,609

Weight (%) - 10 18 26 39 50 54

Conflicts (%) - 4 9 13 21 28 31

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 0.8 8 20 29 40 42 34

#Logical accesses 237.3 259.3 246.3 243.4 241.67 241.5 242.5

#Comparisons 63,778 13,367 9,584 8,823 8,270 8,253 8,647

Throughput (queries/s) 1,540 5,952 7,752 8,380 8,645 8,547 8,219

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 1 9.4 23 32 45 34 31

#Logical accesses 197.2 214.9 204.4 202.5 200.9 202.1 202.6

#Comparisons 49,676 10,212 7,492 6,894 6,535 7,014 7,304

Throughput (queries/s) 1,911 7,595 9,836 10,563 10,909 10,239 9,966

leaf nodes read is 45× higher than in the case of the R-tree and the efficiency of
range query processing is more than 5× higher.

In Figure 10.8, the dependency of the relevance on k is presented. The weight
of the signatures increases with the increasing k. The relevance increases more
rapidly but only to the 50% weight of the signatures. It fully supports the conclu-
sion of the general signature methods.

In the case of the R-tree, 90% of logical accesses are accesses to leaf nodes.
Although, the ESR-tree eliminates the high number of leaf node accesses during
range query processing, a high number of accesses to leaf node signatures is in-
voked. To decrease this number, we can apply the DI signatures on more levels
of the tree. In Table 10.19, we compare the query processing on one level (S1), on
two levels (S1 + S2), and on three levels (S1 + S2 + S3) of the tree.

The utilization of the DI signatures on more tree levels leads to the lower effi-
ciency of the build as well as to the higher space overhead of the signature index.
As we can see, the build efficiency of the ESR-tree with S1 is 9% lower, with S1+S2

20% lower, and with S1 + S2 + S3 35% lower. The index size represents the 6%
space overhead for S1, the 9% space overhead for S1 + S2, and the 12% space
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Figure 10.8: TIGER: The dependency of the relevance on k in the case of (a) partial
match queries, (b) narrow range queries

overhead for S1 + S2 + S3. On the other hand, the signatures at the higher levels
filter irrelevant subtrees what consequently results in the lower number of logi-
cal accesses, the lower number of comparisons, and the higher efficiency of range
query processing. As we can see, the efficiency of the query processing increased
8−9× for narrow range queries and partial match queries, and it saves up to 33%
of query processing time in the case of point queries.

The advantage of the DI signature utilization is possible to see also on the
results for the collection USA ROADS (see Table 10.20). Since the height of the R-
tree is higher than in the case of the collection TIGER, a traversal of the irrelevant
subtrees is more frequent; it results in inefficient narrow range query process-
ing. Let us note that the experiments have been provided with the DI signatures
of the bit-length 3 × Qi (where Q1 = (72; 72; 56), Q2 = (2,328; 2,328; 1,784), and
Q3 = (97,632; 81,360; 16,272)), and k = 3. We can see the efficiency of the query
processing increased 10−12× for narrow range queries and partial match queries
and 2.6× for point queries.

The rebuild of the DI signatures caused by the split operation represents an
additional overhead during the build of the index. A complete node (or a sub-
tree) has to be scanned and the DI signature has to be built again. Evidently we
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Table 10.19: TIGER: Statistics for more tree levels (DI signatures, L(Si) = 3 × Q,
k = 1)

Index R-tree ESR-tree

S1 S1 + S2 S1 + S2 + S3

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 105.41 + 5.96 + 9.17 + 12.87

Build (inserts/s) 173,484 157,438 139,807 115,168

Point query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 58 97 100 100

#Logical accesses 6.86 7.89 9.91 11.84

#Comparisons 788 678 546 475

Throughput (queries/s) 99,966 112,654 125,998 133,038

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 0.8 3.0 7.3 10

#Logical accesses 237.3 296.9 155.4 107.8

#Comparisons 63,778 24,679 10,594 7,224

Throughput (queries/s) 1,540 3,533 8,108 12,000

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 1.0 3.4 8.5 13

#Logical accesses 197.2 245.9 123.6 77.07

#Comparisons 49,676 18,699 8,087 5,186

Throughput (queries/s) 1,911 4,464 10,453 16,949

can omit the scan of a node (or a subtree) by a replication of the original DI sig-
nature; it leads to the imperfect DI signatures of both nodes. In Table 10.21, we
see a comparison of the ESR-tree with perfect and imperfect DI signatures. The
DI signatures of the bit-length 3 × Qi are applied at individual levels of the tree.
The utilization of imperfect DI signatures increases the build efficiency. While
the increase is minimal in the case of S1 (only 3%), it saves up to 40% of the build
time in the case of S3. On the other hand, we can see that the weight of the imper-
fect DI signatures is approximately twice as high as in the case of the perfect DI
signatures; consequently the relevancy of leaf nodes read is approximately twice
as low as in the case of the perfect DI signatures. Let us note that the quality of
the imperfect signatures is possible to improve by a simple heuristic based on the
planned rebuild of the signatures (e.g. after a specified number of inserts).
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Table 10.20: USA ROADS: Statistics for more tree levels (DI signatures,
L(Si) = 3 × Q, k = 3)

Index R-tree ESR-tree

S1 S1 + S2 S1 + S2 + S3

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 1,598.91 + 86.40 + 149.28 + 181.17

Build (inserts/s) 157,091 131,967 115,586 94,318

Point query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 15 100 100 100

Logical accesses 32.60 33.93 34.03 30.40

Comparisons 2,803 2,081 1,311 755

Throughput (queries/s) 28,609 37,138 51,966 74,589

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 0.6 91 94 94

Logical accesses 246.2 261.4 155.0 75.8

Comparisons 38,502 13,089 4,715 1,848

Throughput (queries/s) 2,405 5,583 13,215 31,915

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 1.0 89 91 91

Logical accesses 182.8 195.3 122.7 70.1

Comparisons 30,152 11,773 4,008 1,830

Throughput (queries/s) 3,289 6,973 16,697 34,352

Evidently, two major factors have to be taken into account when the DI signa-
tures are considered. In the case that the space overhead of the signature index
is not an issue, the DI signatures on more tree levels are highly recommended
to maximize the efficiency of narrow range query processing. On the other hand,
when we focus on the improvement of narrow range processing with the minimal
space overhead, the DI signatures only at the leaf level of the tree should be uti-
lized. In both cases, we have to minimize the signature bit-length and maximize
the number of 1-bits in a tuple signature (k) with respect to the 40–50% weight
criterion. The DI signature bit-length 3 is the most appropriate variant for the
adjustment of the bit-lengths. As experiments show, in the case of the bit-lengths
2 × Q the improvement of the narrow range query processing efficiency is the
most significant, however it is possible to prolong the DI signatures for the better
filtration of the irrelevant nodes.
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Table 10.21: TIGER: A comparison of perfect and imperfect DI signatures

Index R-tree ESR-tree

Perfect Signatures Imperfect Signatures

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 105.41 + 4.95 + 3.21 + 4.98 + 4.95 + 3.21 + 5.15

Build (inserts/s) 173,484 153,728 142,116 108,260 158,212 157,472 152,014

Weight (%) - 36 35 23 99 98 59

Point query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 58 97 79 64 58 58 59

#Logical accesses 6.86 7.9 8.9 9.4 8.6 11.4 10.0

#Comparisons 788 686 590 652 792 793 751

Throughput (queries/s) 99,966 110,497 120,000 111,152 95,087 92,879 97,371

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 0.8 3.0 2.1 1.3 0.9 0.9 1.0

#Logical accesses 237.3 296.9 131.3 153.9 436.9 267.4 213.3

#Comparisons 63,778 24,679 22,738 40,393 63,978 62,922 55,545

Throughput (queries/s) 1,540 3,533 4,006 2,406 1,438 1,531 1,734

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 1 3.4 2.7 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.1

#Logical accesses 197.2 245.9 103.9 124.0 363.2 222.9 185.2

#Comparisons 49,676 18,699 17,761 30,506 49,835 49,579 45,444

Throughput (queries/s) 1,911 4,464 5,762 3,112 1,780 1,886 2,059

10.4.3 Dimension Dependent Signatures

Since the collection POKER includes data with very small domains, it is not possi-
ble to apply the DI signatures to filter irrelevant nodes (or subtrees) during range
query processing. For example, in Table 10.22 it is possible to see an application of
the DI signatures for narrow range query processing over the collection POKER.
Since a high number of dimension independency false hits occurs, the relevancy
of leaf nodes read in the case of the ESR-tree is comparable to the relevancy of leaf
nodes read in the case of the R-tree. Moreover, the ESR-tree generates the time
overhead since a signature is computed for each dimension, therefore the R-tree
overcomes the ESR-tree in this case.
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Table 10.22: POKER: A comparison of the R-tree and the ESR-tree using DI signa-
tures S1 with the DI signature bit-length 1

Data Collections R-tree ESR-tree
Index Size (MB) 68.87 68.87 + 1.43
Build efficiency (inserts/s) 75,019 35,895

Point query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 4.0 4.3
#Logical accesses 55.80 78.8
#Comparisons 10,528 10,636
Throughput (queries/s) 10,961 8,047

Partial match query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 2.3 2.4
#Logical accesses 440.97 779.80
#Comparisons 69,406 70,725
Throughput (queries/s) 1,213 983

Narrow range query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 2.0 2.1
#Logical accesses 97.30 146.77
#Comparisons 17,915 18,042
Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 5,110

To avoid the dimension independency false hits, the DD signatures have to
be applied for more efficient narrow range query processing. We use the DD
signature bit-length 2 for the all following experiments. In Table 10.23, results
with the various bit-lengths of the DD signatures S1 are presented. Let us note
that we use the letter Ci to represent the multiplication of the number of tuples in
a subtree at the level i and the dimensionality of tuples (see Section 9.6.3). In the
case of the collection POKER, C1 = 936, C2 = 32,656, and C3 = 1,796,080. We set
L(Si) = 2× Ci using the DD signature bit-length 2. We can see that the efficiency
of the ESR-tree build is approximately 10% lower than in the case of the R-tree.
Evidently, the size of the ESR-tree using the DD signatures increases more rapidly
than the ESR-tree using the DI signatures. The space overhead represents 6% of
the R-tree index size. The DD signatures of such a bit-length can not successfully
filter all irrelevant leaf nodes during narrow query processing. It is caused by
the high occurrences of hash function false hits. Despite the fact, the application
of such a bit-length saves up to 60% of the query processing time compared to
the R-tree. Evidently, we can use multiplies of Ci to prolong the signatures and
improve query processing. In the case of the bit-length 5 × Ci, the number of
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hash function false hits is 2× lower. However, the space overhead is more than
2.5× higher.

Table 10.23: POKER: Statistics for the various bit-lengths of the DD signatures S1

Index R-tree ESR-tree, L(S1)

2× C1 3× C1 4× C1 5× C1

Build statistics
Index Size (MB) 68.87 + 4.28 + 6.40 + 8.65 + 11.40
Build (inserts/s) 75,019 67,691 67,536 67,217 67,199

Weight (%) - 2.8 1.9 1.4 1.2
Conflicts (%) - 9 8 7 6

Point query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 4.0 27 37 44 47

#Logical accesses 55.80 59.47 58.54 58.07 57.94
#Comparisons 10,528 7,678 7,520 7,443 7,407

Throughput (queries/s) 10,961 17,126 17,687 17,848 17,966

Partial match query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 2.3 16 22 28 35

#Logical accesses 440.97 492.63 477.60 470.00 543.90
#Comparisons 69,406 29,916 27,639 26,428 25,483

Throughput (queries/s) 1,213 2,850 3,100 3,299 3,441

Narrow range query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 2.0 9.4 14 15 16

#Logical accesses 97.30 108.3 104.6 104.3 104.2
#Comparisons 17,915 12,375 11,757 11,693 11,332

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 9,494 10,246 10,719 11,380

In Figure 10.9, the dependency of the DD signature weight and the relevancy
of the leaf nodes read during narrow range query processing are put forward. We
can see the bit-length of the DD signatures has to be approximatelly 15×C1 to get
100% relevance of leaf nodes read. In Table 10.24, statistics for such DD signatures
are shown. We can see that the signature index size can be up to 100% of the
R-tree index size. Since the bit-strings of the DD signatures are sparse and their
weight is close to 0, we can store the orders of 1-bits (we title them as bit-orders).
The utilization of the bit-orders of the DD signatures leads to a minimization
of the signature index size; their size represents only 13% of the R-tree index
size. Moreover, since the bit-orders of the DD signatures do not use any hash
function, no hash function false hits occur during range query processing. On
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the other hand, the number of comparisons is significantly higher in the case of
the bit-orders of the DD signatures due to the sequential search in an unordered
array of bit-orders; therefore the efficiency of narrow range query processing is
lower than in the case of the bit-strings of the DD signatures. Let us note that an
improvement of the approach can be obtained by ordering of the bit-orders in the
array and using of the binary search. However, it leads to an additional overhead
during the insert operation.
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Figure 10.9: POKER: A relationship ”Relevance – Weight” in the case of (a) point
queries, (b) partial match queries, (c) narrow range queries
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Table 10.24: POKER: A comparison of the DD signatures S1 represented by the
bit-strings (DDS) and by the orders of the 1-bits (DDO)

Index R-tree ESR-tree

DDS (15× C1) DDS (20× C1) DDO

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 68.87 + 33.42 + 66.45 + 8.61

Build (inserts/s) 75,019 65,518 64,579 66,080

Weight (%) - 0.4 0.3 -

Conflicts (%) - 4 3 -

Point query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 4.0 97 100 100

#Logical accesses 55.80 56.84 56.80 56.80

#Comparisons 10,528 7,251 7,220 8,682

Throughput (queries/s) 10,961 18,655 18,699 17,908

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 2.3 94 97 100

#Logical accesses 440.97 449.60 449.33 449.07

#Comparisons 69,406 23,285 23,253 43,540

Throughput (queries/s) 1,213 3,729 3,736 3,427

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 2.0 21 21 21

#Logical accesses 97.30 102.2 102.2 102.2

#Comparisons 17,915 11,393 11,393 14,286

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 10,666 10,666 10,410

When k > 1, the improvement of the irrelevant nodes filtration during narrow
range query processing is more significant (see Table 10.25). The experiments
presented in the table have been provided with the DD signatures S1 of the bit-
length = 2 × C1 (the DD signature bit-length 2). We can see that the relevance of
leaf nodes read increases 2–5× for all groups of range queries for k = 2 and it is
close to 100% for k = 3.

To avoid the high number of logical accesses and comparisons of the leaf node
signatures, we can utilize the DD signatures also on more levels of the tree. In
Table 10.26, the statistics for more tree levels are shown. The experiments pre-
sented in the table have been provided with the DD signatures of the bit-length
= 1.5 × Ci, k = 5. The space overhead of the ESR-tree is 5% in the case of the
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Table 10.25: POKER: Statistics for k ≥ 1 (DD signatures S1, L(S1) = 2 × C1)

Index R-tree ESR-tree, k

1 2 3 4 5 7

Build statistics

Index Size (MB) 68.87 + 4.28

Build (inserts/s) 75,019 67,691 67,150 66,774 66,578 66,199 65,449

Weight (%) - 2.8 3.9 8.4 11.1 13.8 18.7

Conflicts (%) - 9 10 10 11 12 15

Point query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 4.0 27 79 97 97 100 100

#Logical accesses 55.80 59.47 57.07 56.84 56.84 56.80 56.80

#Comparisons 10,528 7,678 7,292 7,261 7,259 7,254 7,258

Throughput (queries/s) 10,961 17,126 18,611 18,841 18,871 18,939 18,882

Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 2.3 16 78 96 98 99 100

#Logical accesses 440.97 492.63 451.3 449.4 449,2 449,13 499.07

#Comparisons 69,406 29,916 23,629 23,349 23,339 23,336 23,373

Throughput (queries/s) 1,213 2,850 3,725 3,777 3,779 3,790 3,739

Narrow range query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 2.0 9.4 19 21 21 22 22

#Logical accesses 97.30 108.3 102.53 102.27 102.23 102.20 102.20

#Comparisons 17,915 12,375 11,465 11,428 11,426 11,424 11,437

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 9,494 10,672 10,707 10,718 10,754 10,687

DD signatures S1, 13% in the case of the DD signatures S1 + S2, and 25% in the
case of the DD signatures S1 + S2 + S3. On the other hand, we can see that the
utilization of the DD signatures S1+S2+S3 leads to the 3× lower number of log-
ical accesses and to the 5× lower number of comparisons. As a result, the query
processing time is 4× lower in the case of point queries and partial match queries
and it saves 40% of query processing time in the case of narrow range queries.

It is possible to see that despite the utilization of the DD signatures with the
appropriate bit-length, the appropriate k and the appropriate number of tree lev-
els, narrow range query processing has insufficient relevancy of the leaf nodes
read. A root of this issue is not in an insufficient description of the point at-
tributes by the DD signatures, however in no description of the narrow attributes
(j = 0). In many cases, a DD signature of the node matches a query signature
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Table 10.26: POKER: Statistics for more tree levels (DD signatures, L(Si) =
1.5 × Ci, k = 5)

Index R-tree ESR-tree
S1 S1 + S2 S1 + S2 + S3

Build statistics
Index Size (MB) 68.87 + 3.39 + 8.84 + 18.14
Build (inserts/s) 75,019 66,796 53,795 46,963

Point query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 4.0 97 100 100

#Logical accesses 55.80 56.84 39.43 26.57
#Comparisons 10,528 7,260 2,313 1,152

Throughput (queries/s) 10,961 18,777 47,816 73,331
Partial match query processing - statistics

Relevancy (%) 2.3 98 100 100
#Logical accesses 440.97 449.2 174.63 162.53

#Comparisons 69,406 23,346 6,701 5,535
Throughput (queries/s) 1,213 3,838 11,815 13,277

Narrow range query processing - statistics
Relevancy (%) 2.0 22 22 22

Logical accesses 97.30 102.20 109.40 138.70
Comparisons 17,915 11,426 6,715 6,512

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 10,767 15,650 14,518

although the node does not contain any tuples satisfying the query in the interval
attributes. The shorter intervals leads to the higher number of irrelevant nodes
(subtrees) during narrow range query processing. In our case, the narrow range
queries has 6 narrow attributes of two values. The solution is to include also
the attributes with short intervals in the DD signatures. In Table 10.27, we show
statistics for narrow range query processing with j ≥ 0. Let us note that we used
the DD signatures S1+S2+S3 for the experiments. The relevance of the leaf nodes
read rapidly increases with j; when j = 1 the relevance is doubled, when j = 2
the relevance is 3× higher, and when j = 5 the relevance is 100%. On the other
hand, when j ≥ 0, more comparisons of the 1-bits have to be provided (since all
combinations of the interval values for individual dimensions have to be com-
puted and compared) and consequently it leads to more accesses to the signature
index. As a result, the query processing time can decrease despite the relevance
of the leaf nodes read increases.
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Table 10.27: POKER: Statistics for narrow range query processing with j ≥ 0
(signatures S1 + S2 + S3)

Index R-tree ESR-tree, L(S); k
1.5× Ci; 6 2.5× Ci; 4 6.0× Ci; 2

i = 5; j = 0
Relevancy (%) 2.0 22 22 22

#Logical accesses 97.30 150.10 135.77 109.37
#Comparisons 17,915 6,537 6,482 6,432

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 14,063 14,882 15,703

i = 5; j = 1
Relevancy (%) 2.0 58 47 47

#Logical accesses 97.30 102.67 93.57 86.64
#Comparisons 17,915 2,413 3,319 3,294

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 27,039 26,367 27,465

i = 5; j = 2
Relevancy (%) 2.0 62 61 62

#Logical accesses 97.30 102.17 116.57 99.04
#Comparisons 17,915 2,413 2,365 2,360

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 27,255 28,689 28,541

i = 5; j = 3
Relevancy (%) 2.0 79 79 79

#Logical accesses 97.30 132.23 151.27 155.00
#Comparisons 17,915 1,642 1,627 1,598

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 25,562 26,494 26,764

i = 5; j = 4
Relevancy (%) 2.0 96 96 96

#Logical accesses 97.30 226.37 244.37 269.07
#Comparisons 17,915 1,553 1,516 1,494

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 16,683 17,802 17,535

i = 5; j = 5
Relevancy (%) 2.0 100 100 100

#Logical accesses 97.30 410.07 457.70 481.27
#Comparisons 17,915 1,735 1,676 1,661

Throughput (queries/s) 5,862 9,263 9,719 9,407
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The DD signature bit-length 2 is an appropriate variant for the adjustment of
the signature bit-lengths. The bit-lengths of the DD signatures can be generally
longer than the bit-lengths of the DI signatures, since the signatures include all
values of tuples (in one signature). Consequently, the weight of the DD signa-
ture is minimal and the criterion of the 50% weight has to be avoided. Since the
DD signatures are very sparse, the number of 1-bits in a tuple signature (k) can be
significantly higher than in the case of DI signatures. As results show, the increas-
ing k has the higher influence on the efficiency of narrow range query processing
than the increasing bit-length of the DD signature; it fully supports outlines of
Section 9.5. When the DD signatures describe more levels of the tree, the space
overhead can become the issue. On the other hand, DD signatures on more lev-
els of the tree minimize the numbers of logical accesses and comparisons during
narrow range query processing.
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Conclusion

This thesis contains three techniques reducing the number of nodes accessed dur-
ing a range query is processed. The first one is an optimization of disk accesses
by prefetch techniques. This approach replaces the random accesses with the se-
quential accesses; we adopt a technique called the skip-sequential prefetch used
in DBMSs for this purpose. In the case of the skip-sequential prefetch, the leaf
node indices are sorted before the leaf nodes are read from the secondary stor-
age. Moreover, we enhanced the skip-sequential prefetch by a read buffer used
for the transfer of several nodes into the main memory; this technique is called
the buffered prefetch. Our experiments show, the number of pages read from
a disk is significantly higher in the case of the buffered prefetch. However, the
query processing time of the R-tree with the buffered prefetch is up to 3.8×more
efficient than in the case of the R-tree and it saves approximately 30% of the query
processing time compared to the skip-sequential prefetch.

In the second technique, we focused on an optimization of multiple range
query processing, i.e. processing a sequence of range queries by one tree traver-
sal. We introduced a special type of the multiple range query, the Cartesian range
query, together with the multiple range query algorithms for the R-tree. Both
multiple range query algorithms, the range query batch and the Cartesian range
query, omit redundant logical accesses: we show that the IO cost of both algo-
rithms is bounded with the number of nodes in a tree. Moreover, the Cartesian
range query omits redundant compare operations: we showed that the number
of compare operations of the Cartesian range query algorithm of the R-tree is up
to 2 orders of magnitude lower compared to other algorithms especially in the
case of queries with the lower selectivity. The query processing time then follows
these results.

The third technique enables more efficient processing of a special kind of the
range query, the narrow range query, using signatures. The signatures are used
for a description of the tuples in regions and consequently for a more efficient
filtration of irrelevant regions during range query processing. We described two
types of signatures, the dimension independent signatures and the dimension
dependent signatures for various data distributions. Moreover, we introduced
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a novel data structure, called the ESR-tree, utilizing both types of signatures. The
ESR-tree more efficiently filters irrelevant nodes during narrow range query pro-
cessing that leads to the significant reduction of the logical accesses and the com-
pare operations; we show that the number of logical accesses is up to 3× lower
and the number of compare operations is up to 12× lower in comparison with
the R-tree. Consequently, the ESR-tree saves up to 70% of the query processing
time.

In our future work, we want to use a compression technique to reduce the
number of logical accesses during range query processing. The compression con-
sists of two parts: a reduction of tuple values and encoding of the reduced values.
Some preliminary results have been presented in [3, 9].
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